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The Urban Nemo
Goes Belly Up

Cost-Free Medication to the Rescue
PG. 8

PG. 13

Council V otes A g ain st G reene IT Lo ses Landlines
Bill to Reappoint Greek Advisor Fails Again

Extensions Exchanged For Cells
Lauren Lampe
Staff Writer

Jessica Havery
News Editor

The annual bill to appoint
an advisor to the Greek Council
failed for the second time, last
Tuesday. The bill was first called
to order at last week’s meeting
where it failed to pass.
Opting to not pass the bill
leaves the Greek Council without
an advisor, a responsibility that
Hayden Greene has held for the
past three years.
A fter
announcing
th a t
“[Hayden] is out,” with 14 orga
nizations for the' bill, and nine
against, Lauren Parisi, president
of the Greek Council, informed
the legislators th at the following
week’s meeting would be held as
an emergency meeting. As previ
ously said by Parisi, the council
is unable to hold meetings unless
the president declares it to be an
emergency.
According to Parisi, “there is
definitely someone out there to
fill [Greene’s] position.”

Heather Uptegrove, Attorney General of the SGA, counted the votes at
Tuesday’s meeting where the council decided that Hayden Greene would
not be reappointed to his position as advisor to the council.

In response to the vacant posi the SGA Legislature in order to
tion, Jacob Hudnut, SGA President, compensate th at individual.
As described in the Statutes
said th at the SGA “fully supports
the council’s decision” and that, of the Greek Council at Montclair
when the council selects a new advi State University, a Greek Advisor
sor, he is willing to submit a bill to
S EE ‘GREENE’ ON P. 4

New Dean Brings CHSS Changes
Lacey Smith
Chief Copy Editor

New educational technology
and improvements to academic
advising are underway, accord
ing to Dr. Mary A. Papazian, the
newly hired Dean of the College of
Humanities and Social Sciences.
“I am in the enviable position
of coming to a college th at has had
a number of years of fine leader
ship and strong faculty and staff,”
Papazian said.
“Nevertheless, as w ith any
organization, there is always room
for improvement in some areas
and opportunities for new initia
tives and change,” Papizian said.
According to the CHSS web
site, faculty in the college are
“leaders in the use of technology
education” in the classes as well
as computer-aided instruction and
innovative software.
Some students, however, have
expressed a problem in the sys
tem concerning the execution of
the CHSS statem ent and in the
money put towards it.

’¿feature: 6

“[There is] much lacking in
training of professors with the new
technology. It takes away from the
privelage of having technology in
the class when students are faced
with helping the professor figure
out how to work the machine,” said
sophomore political science major
Daniel Diaz.
Online resources for MSU fac
ulty understanding of technology
are located on the MSU website;
they include extensive breakdowns
of computer jargon as well as pro
grams and essays on technologyenhanced, pedagogical strategies.
According to Papazian rec
ognized faculty training needs
improvement and plans to sup
port faculty to maximize benefits
of technological tools, but stressed
th at technology does not “replace
real student learning and courses
content.”
According to Papazian, her
responsibilities include equipping
students and faculty with the nec
essary tools to succeed in their
respective roles. She must man
age the college’s budget and assist
the hiring of new employees. She
Arts and Entertainment: 11

works with the departm ents on
various issues of curriculum design
and revision, assessment of stu
dents learning and new program
development.
“I have found found th at aca
demically, M ontclair is on par
with TCNJ,” said Adam Brunner,
a junior English transfer. “But as
far as...caring about the...students,
MSU lags far behind. Here, I feel
like I am nothing more than the
sum digits of my social security
number.”
“[It has] always been a chal
lenge for institutions to provide the
individual attention students need
at a moderate to large university...
there is no perfect sytem; we must
... be willing to make the neces
sary changes,” Papazian said
Papazian received a Ph.D. in
English from the University of
California, Los Angeles. For the
past five years she has worked
as Associate Dean in the College
of A rts and Sciences at Oakland
University of Rochester, MI.
Additional reporting by Joelle
Hook

Opinion: 1$

Information Technology is in
the process of making techno
logical changes th at will affect
resident and commuter students.
IT has proposed two policies that
will keep the campus community
connected and provide height
ened security.
IT and Student Development
and Campus Life staff are devel
oping a plan to equip all resi
dent students with cell phones
instead of landline phones and IT
is pushing to have proxy security
cards, already present in some
buildings, issued to everyone on
campus.
A survey conducted by RAVE
W ireless found th at 95 per
cent of MSU students have a
cell phone plan. As a result, IT
and Student Development and
Campus Services have been try
ing to think of ways to - meet
students’ communication needs.
IT has been negotiating with
several well-known cell phone
vendors on a pilot program for
MSU.
IT will introduce the pilot pro
gram within the next few weeks
and the participating students
will be selected by IT and Student
Development and Campus Life
staff.
At first, the cell phones will
only be adm inistered to resident
students.
If the pilot program is success

ful the University hopes to provide
a cell phone to every student.
According to Ed Chapel,
Associate Vice President for IT,
the cell phone will provide several
convenient features.
Chapel states, “The cell tele
phones are more expensive than
conventional landlines but they do
also add a great deal of additional
features and functions than land
lines.”
These features include the abil
ity for faculty and adm inistration
to send a mass text message to
students about class cancella
tions, school emergencies, building
problems, and shuttle bus arrival
times.
Students will also be able to text
message fellow students and fac
ulty and thus keep in contact with
the campus community.
Once the pilot program proves
a success the cell phone plan will
be proposed to the University’s
Executive Council and will be
implemented as soon as fall 2005.
The pilot program will be free
of charge but after the trial period,
MSU will offer the highest tech
nologically advanced phones at a
competitive rate.
Presently, IT is discussing the
program with many well-know ven
dors and discussing specifications
like price and term s of agreement.
To ensure th at service is avail
able at all areas on campus,' RAVE
Wireless will survey areas on cam
pus for unsatisfactory service and
S E E ‘PHONES’ ON P. 3

Swiping proxy cards at residence halls across campus is a new security
feature in consideration by Information Technology. This plan will make
use of a single-card system, rather than the current multi-card system.
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The Police
Report:
U n iv e r s ity P o lic e d id
n o t p r o v id e p o lic e

M SU C am p u s C alen d ar

On-campus
THURSDAY 7

MONDAY 11

GARS: Commuter Appreciation
Lunch, 12 p.m., SC Commuter
Lounge

N at! Coming Out Week:
Flag Raising, 12 p.m.,
SC Flag

HSA Date Auction, 7 p.m.,
SC Dining Room

Monday Night Football, 6 p.m.,
SC Ratt

r e p o r ts fo r th is w e e k .
FRIDAY 8

TUESDAY 12
C1C Concert, 7 p.m. -12 a.m.,
SC Ratt
ISO: Game Night, 7 p.m.,
SC Ratt

MSU Volleyball vs. Rowan,
7 p.m., Panzer Gym
LASO/WC: Exploring Identity:
Are Filipinos Latino?, 4 p.m.,
SC 419

SATURDAY 9
MSU Field Hockey vs. Messiah
1 p.m., Sprague Field

SUNDAY 10

WEDNESDAY 13
Spectrums: Lunch/Lecture
12 p.m., SC 417
' Breast Cancer Skate-A-Thon
7 p.m., Floyd Hall Arena

Homecoming Week Begins
10/10-10/-17

Homecoming Pep Rally,
2:30 p.m., SC Quad

Who Wants To Be a Hundreaire?
10 p.m., SC Ratt

Rocky’s Night: A mini Red
Hawk Night. SC Ballrooms
8 p.m. -12 a.m,

NEWARK - Federal security
screeners at Newark Liberty
International Airport missed
one of every four fake bombs
or weapons th at inspectors
attempted to sneak past check
points during weekly tests from
June to September.
The vast majority of failures
resulted from screeners’ inabil
ity to detect phony explosive
devices hidden in carry-on bags
sent through X-ray machines.
Screeners also missed some
guns in carry-on luggage sent
through X-ray units or concealed

under the clothing of inspectors
who used walk-through metal
detectors.

If you're buying overpackaged
essentially buying trash. That
means some o f what’s on your
shopping lis t wastes energy,
wastes natural resources and
even increases pollution. So
the next tim e you’re in the
store, look fo r less packaging,
and choose s tu ff that’s re fill*
able and reusable. W hat’s
in your cart could make a
w orld o f difference. For a free
shopping guide, please c a ll
1 800 CALL-EDF.

B U Y SMART.

WASTE LESS.
SAVE MORE?

www.edf.org

Coined

Anyone who has information regarding these
incidents is urged to call the police station
from any campus phone at T-l-P-S (8477). All
calls are strictly confidential.

TACOMA, W A- A 5-week-old
baby left alone by his grand
mother died after being mauled
by the family dog.
Jose Diaz was on a bed
Tuesday when the dog jumped
up and attacked him. Police
believe a 7-year-old m utt hurt
the boy, though officers also
found two other dogs in the
house.
The baby had bites on his
face and head when his parents,
both 19, brought him to a fire
station after the attack. He was
taken by helicopter to Shads

-Spectrums appropria
tion passed for Coming
Out Day
-ASSIST appropriation
($1247) was passed
-Three new Legislators
were sworn in
-Unconstitutional SGA/
LASO Cp-Sponsorship
bill was passed after
the Legislature over
ruled the Attorney
General

C o rre ctio n s
Michael

McLean

is

the

Director o f University Affairs,
not an SGA Legislator as
was reported in last week's
issue.

Full page — $168.00
Half Page — $105.00
Quarter Page — $53.00
Eighth Page --- $32.00

Off-campus
Full page — $310.00
Half Page — $200.00
Quarter Page — $125.00
Eighth Page — $80.00
Classifieds
Up to 30 words — $10.00

Call 973-655-5237
For More Information
Advertising Policy
The Montdarion will not
print ads or the political view
points and opinions of a spe
cific group, or ads with excessive
nudity or with excessive depictions
of violence, according to local
standards.

Deadlines
The deadline to submit
advertisements to The
M ontdarion is the Monday
of the w eek of publication.

Billing
The M ontdarion is distributed
on Thursdays and invoices and
tearsheets are mailed the fol
lowing Monday. Tearsheets for
pre-paid ads must be requested.
Thirty (30) days are given for pay
ment after the insertion date, aftei
which a 15 percent finance charge
is levied. After sixty (60) days,
accounts are referred to an outside
collection._____________________________

high school.

MONTCLAIR - Staff and fac
ulty of Montclair High School
are upset about $28 parking
tickets issued around the high
school.
Residents in the surround
ing area have complained about
the illegally parked cars in front
of their homes.
Concerned parties, including
police, students, and principals,
are to meet next week to work
out a solution to the long-stand
ing parking problem around the

NEWARK. - The third Newark
police officer indicted in a cor
ruption investigation plead
guilty Monday to charges that
he took money from drug deal
ers and others who knew him.
Darius Smith, 33, of Newark,
was arraigned yesterday in
Superior Court in Newark. His
bail was set at $50,000 after
Judge Paul Vichness expressed
concern about Smith not turn
ing him self in when he learned
of his indictment on Friday.

Jacksonville hospital, where he
later died.

man who allegedly attacked
him.

probation of abusing another
woman.

HONOLULU, HI
- Police
charged a man who set his
neighbor on fire in Pauoa on
Tuesday.
Keith Yamamoto doused his
neighbor, Lai Lim Leong, with
gasoline then set Leong on fire
while inside his Mercedes.
The victim was not only
attacked with gasoline, but also
a spear gun, according to court
documents. The victim also had
a restraining order against the

MOEDESTO,. CA - A Modesto
man has been accused of kill
ing his quadriplegic wife. Sarah
Cothran, 26, died after her hus
band Joshua Cothran, 23, left
her home alone after a fight late
Friday night.
“Becky told adult services
that this was going to happen,
that she was going to be killed
by Joshua,” said family friend
Debbie Southern.
Cothran is currently on

BOULDER, CO - A University
of Colorado freshman was found
dead at a fraternity house last
month due to acute alcohol poi
soning, according to the coro
ner.
Lynn “Gordie” Bailey, 18,
died with a blood alcohol level
of 0.328 percent. Bailey’s death
had been ruled accidental. No
other drugs were found in his
system.

ORANGE - Following the
lead taken by Crips and Bloods
gang members in Newark,
E ast Orange Campus High
School students who belong to
those groups, as well as others
involved with other sects, began
forging a peace agreement yes
terday.
Sometime next week, the
Crips and Bloods plan to sign
a 10-point truce to end violence
COMPILED BY JESSICA HAVERY

International News
BAGHDAD, IRAQ - For the
seventh day on Tuesday, explo
sions rocked Gaza as Israel kept
up its attacks aimed at ending
Palestinian rocket attacks on
Israel.
Palestinian sources said
they were aimed at halting the
Israeli offensive th at began last
Wednesday after two children
were killed in southern Israeli
city of Sderot.
Israeli
officials
say
Palestinian m ilitants fired at
least 30 Qassam rockets into
Israel during September. The

-Hillel Class III Charter
passed for 2004-2006

against each other.

N ational N ew s
or throwaway products, you’re

es

S G A N otes

COMPILED BY JESSICA HAVER

preliminary.

The blast occurred at about
4:30 a.m. and caused a nearby
transformer to blow up, making
people think th at two bombs
had gone off.

MULTAN, PAKISTAN - A car
bomb exploded early Thursday
during a celebration of Islamic
m ilitants in the central Pakistan
city of Multan, killing at least 35
people and killing dozens more.
Police Inspector general
Talat Mahmood reported th at it
appears that the car bomb was
detonated by a remote control.

TUNIS, TUNISIA - At least
28 North African m igrants
attem pting to sail to Italy
drowned when their boat sank
off the coast of Tunisia and 36
other passengers were missing.
The boat had 75 illegal
m igrants, 70 Moroccans and
five Tunisians, when it broke
into pieces off the town of Chott

Israeli m ilitary said th at no
official negotiations were under
way, and the Palestinian sourc
es described the meetings as

■
Meriem, 100 miles southeast of
Turns.
“We recovered 28 bodies
so far, seven of them early on
Tuesday and 21 later on Sunday
and Monday. We rescued 11 peo
ple are 36 others are missing,” a
senior official told Reuters.
VIENNA, AUSTRIA - The son
of Libyan leader Moammar
Gadhafi says his charity group
is helping to secure the release
of British hostage Ken Bigley
from his Iraqi captors.

www.montclarion.org
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PHONES

IT Provides New
fl'^Teeh Services

CONTINUED FROM R 1

implement antennae and repeaters to guar
antee cellular coverage.
According to Chapel, most landline
phones will be eliminated in the residence
hall rooms but for health and safety reasons
a number of landline phones will be placed
in strategic locations throughout campus.
At this time the resident students do not
have to pay for using the landline phones to
call across campus. However, records show
th at many use their cell phones more than
their landline phones.
The cell plan will inform resident and
commuter students about class cancella
tions and other school issues.
Some students had skeptical reactions
to the plan and had many questions about
specific issues such as if they would.be
reimbursed for cancelling their present cell
plan contracts.
“I think the money could go towards
something else,” said Gwen Swanson, a
resident of the Village. “There are more
im portant issues on campus th at need to be
solved.”
In addition to a wireless | campus, IT
is pushing to have proxy security cards,
issued to everyone on campus. Proxy secu
rity cards are already used in a few build
ings on campus to open locked doors.
The first phase of the program will entail
equipping approximately 180 special pur
pose rooms th at have sensitive equipment,
hazardous m aterial, sensitive information,
or expensive equipment with security card
access only.
The card will be able to prevent security
hazards by only perm itting access dining
specified times of the day or night.
According to Chapel, areas th at require
heightened security will have a two-staged

entry process, where a security card must
be used in addition to a key pad with a PIN
number. If a card is stolen or lost the com
puter can easily disable access and issue a
new card immediately.
“I’m all for security but I don’t think hav
ing cards or a PIN code is going to m atter,
if someone wants to get in they will,” saidAmy Mastroieni, a sophomore anthropology
major.
“The cards will just cause more trouble to
get into the buildings,” M astroienrsaid.
At the moment, old machinery and faulty
doors have caused the cards to not work
properly.
IT is in the process of developing and
constructing a replacement plan to stop this
security hazard.
“The hardware, software, and card tech

•Inform ation lechnology
has announced the arrival
o f ¡P rin t, a self-serve
w e ir interface that allows
a person to print at any

to

printer

rather than
o ro f e o e ir i

fjN e td rive , another new
service o f Inform ation
Technology, w ill provide
students, faculty, and staff

Dominique Wilson I The Montclarlon

Students, such as Devin Peacock, a Blanton Hall Resident, will talk on the go more often when Information Technology begins to issue cellular phones to resident students in
place of a room-based, landline phone. The plan is in the works for fall 2005.

Positions Available ïmmediately !!
Dû Yoiiî

l.üvdteachingAM?
Love
Scioicc ?
Low fêacMiig Reading;
If you answered “yes” tothese pestions
Join ns -we would love to have you

in theUrban TeaehitgAcadinty!
.

nology will be of the latest variety and the
actual doorways will be in working order
from a construction and mechanical point of
view,” Chapel said.
The plan will also involve using a single
system, campus-wide, instead of a multi sys
tem used presently.
The first phase of the project will serve
as a stepping-stone for a greater plan of a
“campus card” system, said Chapel. The
card will eventually offer many features and
functions.
Not only will it unlock doors but it will
serve as an ID card, allow students to bor
row books from the library, serve as access
to computer systems, rup vending machines,
and replace the Red Hawk Dollars card.

Wc arclooking for®dcrpad\iafo
. MathMajors •

ScienceMajors
Elementary Education Majors Specializing in Literacy
Committed to teaching iu Urban schools
Call Jenifer at 9734554916 fw more information anil an application or stop
by Chapin Hall Room 1Û1-A or 314-A
You must be admitted to ieacber Education to join this program

^ Tuition Stipend
f Urban Centered Preparation Courses

(applications for students admitted to teacher educationtaken through December, 2001)

on
storage
device. Information stored
on Netdrive is available
from anywhere, anytime
from nearly any device,
without the need for disks
and other media storage.
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CONTINUED FROM P 1

is a “non-voting member ofthe Greek Council
who is paid by MSU adm inistration and the
SGA.”
In his current position, advisor to the
Greek and Social Fellowships, Greene
is expected to “assist Fraternities and
Sororities in meeting their goals and objec
tives while helping] them to comply with
SGA and University policies,” as w ritten in
his job description.
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“I hate to say conspiracy, but
there’s a lot more to this
situation than what’s being said
... at this meeting.”

11
Ralph Andre
Member of Phi Beta Sigma

FREE!

NEW!
C O LO R CA M ER A

C O LO R FLIP PH O N E

PH O N E

after $50 mail-in rebate
with 2-year service agreement.

WITH ZO O M

• Mobile IM using AOL®
Instant M essenger™
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• W ireless Internet access

with 2-year
service agreement.

• Music Tone ringtones

LGC1300

• Multimedia
m essaging services
* M obile IM using AOL®
Instant M essenger™
• Photobook, picture
caller ID and more!
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fu'

1000
X.

Need laundry
money?

The job description also states th at
Greene is responsible for “serv[ing] as advi
sor to student organizations and Greek
Council.”
Some members of the Greek community
were reportedly dissatisfied with the qual
ity of Greene’s work in advising the SGA.
According to Hester Moy, member of Groove
Phi Groove, Greene had not been fulfilling
his role as advisor.
“I feel as though [Greene] does favor cer
tain organizations over others and he should
give equality to all 33 of us,” Moy said before
Greene was dismissed.
While some members said th at Greene
showed favoritism, others, such as Jonathan
Scott, of Phi Beta Sigma, said that, “favorit
ism is a big misconception. [The council]
should vote, him out for a reason other than
[that].”
Following the voting of the bill, Parisi
opened the floor to legislators who wanted
to express themselves in an open forum.
“[Greek organizations] need to make
sure [they] move on and put down the
desire to make each other look foolish,” said

SGA Vice President and Theta Xi member
Ron Botelho. “[Greek Council] will not be
considered a viable body if we are having
emergency meetings for the next eight or so
weeks.”
Siding with Botelho, Lorraine Nwaoko,
member of Zeta Phi Beta, said th at “[Greek
organizations] are being perceived as nega
tive and that [members] should work togeth
er to show the community th at [they] are
positive people.”
Parisi said, “We need to look like the cool
kids.”
Although Greene has been removed as
advisor to the Greek Council, he still holds
his position of advisor to Greek and Social
Fellowships, causing some to worry about
possible retaliation.
According to Vice President .of Greek
Council and Theta Kappa Chi member, Kyle
McCarty says she has “[already spoken with
Dean H arris and if there is any retaliation
against specific organizations, it would raise
a red flag as something th at would need to be
looked into.”
“I hate to say conspiracy, but there’s a lot
more to this situation than what’s being said
right now at this meeting,” said Ralph Andre,
member of Phi Beta Sigma.
“Hayden did a good job, working above
and beyond, in his role as advisor,” said
Andre.
According to Arian Bryant, Residence
Hall Director, and Phi Beta Sigma alumn,
said “it isn’t clear to [him] what [the organi
zations] were dissatisfied about.”
The nine organizations present at the
Greek Council meeting, who voted against
the bill, declined to comment.
Bryant questioned whether there had
been any conversations between the con
cerned organizations and Greene in order to
voice their frustrations.
“[This] was a very im portant decision,
and a serious m atter, because it has rami
fications th at have removed someone from
their position. I hope th at the decision was
grounded in facts,” Bryant said.
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NEW JERSEY
Cingular Wireless Stores
Bound Brook 500 W Union Ave., (732) 563-4050
Bridgewater Bridgewater Commons
(908) 252-1771 a
East Brunswick 277 Rte. 18 ,(732) 390-4000t
East Hanover 393 Rte. 10 E, (973) 386-9006
Edison 894 Rte. 1 N, (732) 494-8898
Elizabeth Jersey Gardens M all, (908) 659-908QA
701 Spring S t , (Rte. 1 and 9 N), (908) 353-1303
Englewood 1 Engle St., (201 ) 871 -5876*
Fairfield 653 Rte. 46 W , (973) 227-6670
Fairlawn 23-16 Broadway Ave., (201 ) 791 -5115
Fort Lee 1638 Schlosser St.
(Fort Lee Town Center), (201) 363-9080
Franklin Park 3391 State Hwy. 27
(Franklin Towne Center), (732) 297-7214
Hackensack Riverside Square, (201 ) 342-0150*
Hasbrouck Hts 155 Rte. 17 S , (201 ) 288-3743
Hoboken 106 Washington S t
(between 1 st and 2nd), (201) 533-2372*
Jersey City Newport Centre M all, (201 ) 418-5582*
921 Bergen Ave.; (201) 216-1116
Kenilworth 700 Kenilworth Blvd., (908) 259-0103
Livingston Livingston M all, (973) 422-1700
North Brunswick Fashion M all Plaza '
(732)297-2233'
North Plainfield 116 Route 22 E, (908) 757-3031
Old Bridge 1054 Rte. 9 S, (732) 525-2800

Paramus 370 Route 17 N, (201) 261-2533* ;
ILi ramus Bark M all, (201) 599-3110
Garden State Plaza, (near Nordstrom's), (201) 291-8688
Berg ejjvtall, (201) 226-0033*
Piscataway 1324 Centennial Ave., (732) 981-2710
Randolph 124 Rte. 10 W , (Salem 10 Plaza)
(973) 659-9800
Ridgewood 67 E Ridgewood Ave., (201) 689-9616*
Rockaway RockawayTown Square Mall
(near Starbucks), (973) 989-7710*
RockawayTown Square Mai], (near M ac/s)
(973)442-0322
Roxbury Township 38 Route 10 W
(Eyland Plaza), (973) 598-0080
Secaucus 700 Plaza Dr.
(Plaza Dr. Shopping Center), (201) 325-8600
Union 2047 Route 22 W , (908) 810-2145*
1001 Stuyvesant Ave., (Union Center), (908) 810-0897*
2480 Route 22, (908) 686-3200
Warren 177 Washington Valley Rd.
(Pheasant Run), (732) 271-9426
Wayne W illowbrook Mall, (973) 23 7-2008*
1581 Rte. 23 S (Wayne Crest Shopping Center!
(973) 694-5553
West Caldwell 760 Bloomfield Ave., (973) 882-0398*
Westfield 200 Central Ave., (908) 301-1591*
Also available at select:

H

ajnagon.com
S in g u la r W ireless Stores
tO p en Sunday

For Wireless Service Information: httpy/www.fcc.gov/cgb/wirelessphone.pdf.
"Cingular also imposes the following charges: a Regulatory Cost Recovery Fée of up to $125 to help defray its costs incurred in complying with obligations and charges imposed by
State and Federal telecom regulation, a gross receipts surcharge, and State and Federal Universal Service charges. The Regulator Cost Recovery Fee is not a tax or a governmentrequired charge. *
Coverage is not available in all areas. See coverage map at stores for details. Limited-time offer. Other conditions and restrictions apply. See contract and rate plan brochure for
details. Up to $36 activation fee applies. Phone price and availability may vary by market. Early termination fee: $240 prorated over the length of the service agreement. Independent
agents may impose additional equipment-related charges. Billing: Airtime and other measured usage are rounded up to the next full minute at the end of each call for billing
purposes. Allow 10-12 weeks for rebate check or account credit. Must be customer for 30 consecutive days. Must be postmarked by 12/17/04. Cingular Nation: Domestic calls only.
Airtime charges apply. No additional roaming charges for calls originating within the 50 United States. Cingular reserves the right to terminate your service if less than 50% of your
usage over three^consecutive billing cycles is on Cingular-owned systems. Customer must (1) use phone programmed with Cingular Wireless' preferred roaming database; (2) have
a mailing address and live in the area in which subscription is made. Rollover Minutes: Unused anytime minutes expire after 12 months. Night and Weekend and Mobile to Mobile
Minutes do not roll over; AOL AIM, Buddy List, the triangle design, and the Running Man icon are registered trademarks of America Online, Inc. Instant Messenger is a trademark of
America Online, Inc. ©2004 CingularWireless LLC.
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Lauren Parisi, president of the Greek Council, facilitated discussions about the bill that
would have reappointed Hayden Greene as the council’s advisor. Of the organizations
present, 14 voted for the bill, and nine voted against.
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Rock the Skirts Campaign
Student Vote Confirms, It’s All About the Minis, Baby!

Photos courtesy <}f solowstyle.com

Kristen Carlson
Assistant Feature Editor

f you haven’t seen it yet, you’ve been
quite sheltered. The pleated mini skirt is
the hottest fashion trend th at began last
spring and continues to remain prominent on
store shelves. American Eagle, Abercrombie
& Fitch, Hot Topic, and many other stores
have featured this important closet neces
sity, but haven’t you ever wondered how it
got so popular?
The pleated skirt first came out in the
1950s. It joined the poodle skirt and the
pencil skirt as the three fashion must-haves
for all women at th at time. Keep in mind
th at women during the 50’s never wore
pants except for the most casual of activities,
so they needed a little more variation in the
types of skirts they wore.
However, the pleated skirt from the 50’s
was much, much longer than the variation
worn today. Hemlines were right at the
knee, or below it.
The less modest version of the skirt
brings us to the m iniskirt style of the 1960s.
Surprisingly, the m iniskirt was not widely
known until the very late 60’s, and yet

I

it is one of the most well-known fashion
“I love the pleated mini skirts!” says gen
icons of the decade. The pleated miniskirt eral humanities senior Sabrenay Brandon.
is a new-centuiy fashion
“I have one and the last time I
spin on the best
wore it, I went to Wal-Mart.”
styles of those
Since it comes in so many
two decades,
different fabrics, from 100
and one that
percent cotton to denim
is befuddling
to tweed, the skirt can
men every
take you from morn
where.
ing class to the
The first
hottest club at
tim e
this
night, or even
adorable
sk irt
to, that’s right,
made a more recent
Wal-Mart.
debut was on the
Some
sidelines as a critical
may think
part to cheerleading
the skirt
outfits.
style is
In cheerlead-.
too short,
ing, the pleats in
especially
the skirt allowed
when it is
for more move
worn on the
ment and, let’s face
wrong person.
it, ju st look better
Senior Andrea
than straight skirts
Robinson, a bio
between back flips, and
medical
major,
being tossed in the air
read an article in
by teammates.
Seventeen
M agazine
The skirt style is
where a 17-year-old girl
so popular now that
was upset because a man
it comes in a wide
videotaped underneath
variety of colors and
her pleated skirt at the
patterns, as well as
mall.
in different textures
Of course it was
and fabrics.
the man’s crime, but some
A lacy, hot pink or bright
people went so far as to say
green version may be found at
that she might have brought
Nordstrom or Contempo Casual,
the incident upon herself by
while the ever-so-classy dark
wearing the skirt so short.
denim pleated skirt can be found
“Put some stockings on,”
at Abercrombie & Fitch or American Eagle.
freshman Adasha Lockhart, a chemistry
major advises. “You’ll be alright.”

“The pleats in the
skirt allowed for more
movement and, let’s face
it, just looked better than
straight skirts during
numerous back flips, and
being tossed in the air by
teammates.”
Of course, everyone has their own style
and may not feel the same way about these
skirts. If you plan on looking good while
wearing one, you need to take precautions
to ensure th at you aren’t simply a fashion
victim and using the trend to your benefit.
Take care of your body, and beware of dry,
ashy legs before you put on the skirt and
head out the door. Never wear tennis shoes,
especially with the skirt, unless you plan on
looking like a cheerleader.
If you don’t already own one of these clas
sic skirts, it may be too late, since the sum
mer months have come to an end and fall is
on the way. The latest fashion magazines are
proposing more tweed and. pencil skirts for
the cold weather.
For many, being a college student is often
about being comfortable and definitely stay
ing warm on those chilly mornings and long
walks across campus.
Perhaps a frilly m iniskirt would not be the
best way to go about achieving th at warmth.
So enjoy the style while you still can. Who
knows?.
Maybe it will be back next season!

Minds Collide at Spelling Challenge
The Spelling Challenge: Not Just For Nerds and Geeks Anymore!
Gesumaria, a transfer student, walks up
and down the room, commenting th at it was
Staff Writer
“not a bad tumout...bigger than last year.”
Gesumaria was one of the runners. 'Each
team wrote the words down, and the runners
t is 7:45 on the night of the 3rd annual took them to the scorers to be tallied.
spelling challenge. All of the people
Amazingly, in all the chaos, Christine
running the event are rushing about the Dias, a junior, had the time to talk about the
Student Center cafeteria getting everything Rec. Board, who put this event together.
ready. Krista Schlomann, a senior English
She is the president of Rec. Board, which
major, sits by herself and waits for her part “does events like this to keep students busy
ner, Dana Mannine, also a senior.
on a weeknight, to get them involved, and
In the back of the room, Kate
get to know each other,” Dias said.
Burke, a sophomore, was hoping
Her job tonight is to oversee the
for one of two people to show
event and make sure it runs smoothly.
up as her partner. Out
The event was put together by four
of 29 teams th at came to
students on the Rec. Board: Carolyn
participate in the event,
Garrone, Jesse Szymanski, Jamie
six of them had previously
Dresher, and Meghan Mortan.
registered.
Just before the Spelling Challenge
Like most of the
began, Burke found a partner,
Courtesy of aperfectworld.org
teams, Burke was hop- '
sophomore Jessica Conlin, who
ing to register directly before the event. “My came without a teammate and hoping some
roommate is one of the people running it,” one else would have done the same. Together,
Burke said. “I came last year and it was they made up team #21. Schlomann and
really fun, so I came again.”
Mannine were team #14, and Macon and
Near the doors we find two freshmen, Scarcella were team #18.
Kalin Macon and his team m ate Jason
At 8:20 p.m., the hosts took the stage.
Scarcella. Macon said, “I saw it on the Steve Smith, the Director of Student
sidewalk in chalk. I have to do an event Recreation, made introductions and Drew
for Freshman Experience, so this is it.” He Stevens, a member of the Rec. Board, read off
and Scarcella are in the same Freshman the instructions.
Experience class.
The words would only be read twice, along
As everything was coming together, Ed with a definition or some fact about the word.
Douglas McIntyre

I

Dominique Wilson I The Montclarion

As a college student, knowing how to spell ‘phencyclidine’ should be so easy - Shouldn’t it?

For example, the first word was ‘wisteria’, a
member of the purple family and introduced
in 1993.
The words came in categories. Macon’s
partner Scarcella selected the category
Crayola for the second word. Unfortunately,
they misspelled their word, which was ‘sepia’.
Another category was Famous Bowlers, which

was selected for the fourth word. Macon’s
attem pt at the name Justin Romech, but his
name was actually spelled H-r-o-m-e-c-k.
Just after the third word was played, they
began the toss-up rounds. In each of these, a
definition was read, and anyone in the room,
player or not, could guess at what the word
S E E ‘SPELLING’ ON P. 9
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Is It Him, or Isn’t It?
Couples' Rough Times Strain Relationships
Dear G.M.,
I've been going through some really hard
times lately. I've been dealing with some
serious health issues and family problems,
and my boyfriend hasn't been all that sup
portive. Every time I try talking to him
about what's going on in my life, he kind
of blows it off and tries to talk about other
stuff. It really hurts me. What can I do
about this?
~LL.~

Photos courtesy of rwrq.com

Don’t give up on real love just because times are tough.

Life is full, of unsuspected obstacles, and
in the span of one’s lifetime, many diffi
cult. things will come up th at will test our
strength and the way we cope with what’s
going on around us.
It’s certainly not an easy time for you
right now, and you definitely need all the
support you can get. Everyone has a differ
ent kind of support system. Some of us turn
to family or friends; others really depend
on their significant
other.
Your situa
tion is difficult
because
you
probably don’t
want to rely on your family if
you’re having problems with them,
and your boyfriend certainly doesn’t
seem like the guy to turn to in this
tion.
There are multiple reasons for involving
yourself in a relationship with someone, but
probably one of the most important compo

nents in any relationship is the security of
knowing that if something terrible comes up,
th at person will always be
there for you.
Frankly, it seems
th at your boyfriend
wants nothing to do
with fillfilling that
role. I understand
th a t we don’t
always have the
answers, and that
it may be really
uncomfortable to
talk about things that
we are not knowledge
able concerning or
experienced in, but one
can
always listen. For your boyfriend
to blow off your needs just because he doesn’t

know how to deal with them is disrespectable
and selfish. He may not be able to solve your
problems, but he-certainly can hold you and
be there for you, if ju st to listen. Behavior
like that is inexcusable, and truly, you don’t
deserve it.
You can try talking to him about how his
reactions make you feel. Tell him how much
you need him and how bad he hurts you
when he is so inconsiderate about the way
you feel.
If he responds to th at and really tries to
be there for you, then ju st give him time to
develop as a supportive boyfriend, but if he
continues to conduct his selfish behavior, then
you can’t stay with someone .who’s only a fairweather boyfriend. It’s important that you
can have a good time, but it’s more important
that when bad times present themselves, you
can count on having someone in your comer.

Dear G.M.,
I seem to have a recurring problem. Every
time I have intercourse with my boyfriend,
I can't seem to reach orgasm. When we do
other stuff, I am completely satisfied, but
the act of sex is just not that fulfilling. What
can I do to change this?
-E.D.-

You certainly are not alone. In fact, most
women can’t achieve orgasm with just the act
of penetration during intercourse. Roughly
70 percent of women need some kind of clitoral stimulation during the act of intercourse
to reach orgasm.
The reason for this is th at only about 1/3
of the vaginal canal has nerve endings that
cause sexual stimulation, which doesn’t prove
to be enough for most women. In contrast,
the clitoris is a mass of nerve endings; it is
extremely sensitive, and when stimulated
can produce much more powerful orgasms
and ones th at are easier to reach for a woman
than just mere penetration.
S EE ‘PROBLEM’ ON P. 8

Who likes candy?

Stop by The M ontclarion office
any Wednesday between 2-6 t ill
Halloween and get free candy!

Where are we located?
Student Center Annex Rm. 113
Presented by Class One Concerts
Classoneconcerts2004@vahoo.com
973.655.4478
C.1C is n doss I of the SGA

Montclarion@mail.montclair.edu
www.TheMontclarion.org
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Cost-Free Medication to The Rescue

Home-made Remedies Put an End to Everyday Health Problems
James Carpentier C.S.C.S
Staff Writer

Have you ever heard about alleged “simple
ways to enhance your health- on the news or
in tabloid magazines? If you have, then you
will be shocked to know th at there are simple
ways to improve your general well-being,
without taking a large chunk out of your wal
let.
Music Beats The Blues

Depressed or upset after a bad grade or a
poor performance on the athletic field? Get
out your discman or Ipod, pronto!
According to the Nov. 25, 2003 issue of
Health And Fitness News Service, research
ers at Pennsylvania State University report
th at all kinds of music - whether it’s jazz,
rock, country, blues, rap, classical or heavy
metal - may improve moods.
Nearly 50 students (mostly music majors)
were asked how they felt before and after
listening to music every day during a twoweek period. The researchers found th at if
the students were already in a positive mood,
the music increased those emotions.
Preventing Chapped Lips

You’re at a Montclair State University
football game on a cold, windy day, or you’re
out jogging and the next day your bps are dry
and cracking.
Generally a source of seasonal discom
fort, occurring during dry, hot or cool windy
conditions, chapped bps can be prevented by
following these guidelines, according to KRT
News Service:
* Stay well hydrated by drinking plenty of
water.
• Don’t lick your lips, especially when out

side during dry, hot or cold days. When saliva hope this treatm ent can prove itself, because them, knuckles up, beneath your back just
evaporates, your lips’ moisture is decreased, there are more skin cancers than ab other above the waistline and about an inch from
each side of your spine. Breathing deeply,
making bps even drier than before you bcked cancers combined in the United States.”
let your knuckles apply gentle, sustained
them.
pressure for five seconds as you inhale and
• Apply a bp balm before you go to bed to
for five seconds whbe exhaling. Continue
m aintain moisture on the bps that becomes
“Apply lip balm
for three minutes.
depleted overnight. If you sleep in a heated
As a cobege student, there are limits to
room during winter months, you might want before you go to bed to
the amount of money th at you spend. These
to purchase a humidifier.
maintain moisture on the easy-to-use, cost free tips can help you take
Caffeine May Minimize Skin Cancer Risk
care of the most important aspects of your
The Associated Press reported th at
lips that becomes depleted life.
Rutgers University researchers found a con
nection between caffeine, the chemical stimu overnight.”
lant in tea and coffee, and a decrease in skin
cancer in studies with laboratory mice.
Dr. Aban Conney, a Rutgers professor of
cancer and leukemia research, mentioned Natural Pain Blockers
While up late cramming for an exam, you
th at between 50 percent and 70 percent of
tumor formation was inhibited in the mice, develop a headache and go to the medicine
CONTINUED FROM R 7
which were treated with caffeine or EGCG cabinet. And how about your achy back a few
Women
who
can have an orgasm from
(a chemical compound found in green tea). weeks ago after improperly lifting weights in
penetration
usuaby
have an internal body
The caffeine and EGCG-treated mice also the gym? Bet you reached back for another
shape
th
at
abows
access to the G-spot,
had fewer nnn-mahgnant, sunhght-related handy pain-busting capsule. Instead of rely
which
is
another
powerful
zone of sexual
ing on pills, which usuaby provide short-term
tumors, according to Conney.
stimulation.
Although the study was done with only rehefw ith possible side effects, try these safer
In terms of your problem, it can be easby
mice, Dr. Darreb Rigel, a New York University and natural pain kibers, which appeared in
solved.
Ask your boyfriend to stimulate your
professor of dermatology and a leading the Jan./Feb. 2003 issue of Natural Health
ditoris
during
sexual intercourse or you can
spokesman for the American Academy of magazine:
even
do
it
yourself
depending on what posi
Dermatology, lauded Conney’s research
tion
you
are
in.
This
is not an insult to your
“because skin cancer is a major problem. I • Headaches: Using the thumb and forefin
partner
it
is
merely
a means of knowing
ger of your right hand, pinch the muscle mass
your
body
web.
between your left thumb and forefinger, near
the bottom knuckle of your left forefinger.
Pinch hard, applying deep pressure for 15-30 I'm here to answer your questions. If
seconds. Slowly release and repeat on right you have a dilemma like the ones above,
I'm at your service. Just e-mail me at
hand.
• Back Pain: Lie on your back on a comfort Montfeature@yahoo.com with the title:
Courtesy of healthynj.org
able surface (rug or mat) with knees bent, Attention G.M. Grosso. I look forward to
Pairt killers are notorious for wearing off
feet flat on the floor. Make two fists and place hearing from you.
too soon.

We need your help
have a nam e. Put
id eas In the ballot
ca rt, a n d If w e s e le c t
, you Will re ce iv e a $75.00
anyw here that a c c e p ts cash!!

PROBLEM

www.themontclanon.org
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S e lf D efense Workshop Trains M SU Students

Far right, Michael Hombostel demostrates effective kicking techniques to ward o ff an attacker. This was a self-defense class that took place last Tuesday,
October 5 in Webster Hall. The event was sponsored by the Women’s Center and Residence Life. The University Police Department volunteered to teach
students how to defend themselves against attackers that could take them by surprise, especially during a late night walk to the parking lot or anywhere else
on or o ff campus. Students arrived at the workshop with a sense o f uncertainty in their ability to protect themselves. A fter a few hours o f training, however,
they left with the notion that they could defend themselves in the face o f danger.

S PELLING
CONTINUED FROM R 6

was, and then had to spell it if they were cor
rect.
For the ninth word, team #21 chose the
category Crayola again, getting ‘burnt sienna’
as a word. They spelled it correctly to win
250 points, as each word was worth in the
first round. They did not earn the points
for the third word in the Medicine catego
ry, which was ‘gynacomastia’, an abnormal
enlargement of the breast in a male, by only
one letter.
The final word of the first rjund was
‘rhombencephalon’, referring to the hind

brain. Schlomann and Mannine came very
close, but had somewhat difficulty hearing
exactly how the word was pronounced, so
spelled it r-h-a-b-e-n-c-e-p-h-i-l-a.
The second round began at 9:30 p.m.
Macon said, “This one’s going to be our
round.” He picked the second word of the
round, under the category drugs.
This earned him the word ‘benzodiazepine’,
any of a group of chemical compounds with a
common molecular structure and sim ilar
pharmacological effects, used as antianxiety
agents, muscle relaxants, sedatives, hypnot

Dominique Wilson I rne montciarion

Pensive students wait for their turn to be humiliated or revered as a spelling champion.

each earning 1750 points. “I’m exhausted.
ics, and sometimes as anticonvulsants.
He sadly missed it by one letter. By the Most of our words were only off by one letter,
final word, Macon and Scarcella stopped so th at was disappointing,” Macon said. He
really trying. From the category pot luck, the left before the third round to rest.
Burke said, “I think the words were a little
last word was ‘quixotic’, which they spelled
harder than last year’s, and that'w as annoy
q-u-i-c-k-s-a-b-a-t-h.
ing. But I had fun. At least I got my
The fourth word of the round was
chocolate. Who needs to know
“phencyclidine’, a drug used in veteri
how to spell when you have
nary medicine as an anaesthetic,
chocolate?” She stayed to
and illegally as a halluci
watch the rest of the competi
nogen; PCP. Out of some
tion.
stroke of genius, Burke and
The third round brought
Jessica spelled it correctly,
words such as ‘triskaidekaphobia’,
earning 500 points for this
an abnormal fear of the number 13,
word in the second round.
‘pusillanimous’, lacking in courage or
Unfortunately, they missed the
eighth word ‘decrepit’, by Photos courtesy of aperfectworld.org resolution, and lachrymose’,
generating or shedding tears.
changing the “t” to a “d”
at the last second. Nevertheless, Burke was There were 10 words in all, each worth 1000
still excited by winning a bucket of Ghiradelli points.
The top three teams would move on to the
chocolate in a toss-up round by correctly
final round, and they each spelled two of the
spelling “unctuous’.
For the eleventh word of the second round, ten words correctly. Burke was disappointed
Schlomann selected Pot Luck. The word because she knew she could have spelled
was ‘sesquipedalian’, meaning a long word. at least four of the words in that round.
Expecting a trick, her team decided to place a However, she sat back enjoying her chocolate
“d” before the “p,” and got the word incorrect. as the final round was played.
For the final round, each team wagered
After the first two rounds were over, the
top ten teams moved on to the first round. some of their 2000 points and then attempted
The top ten scores ranged from 2250 to 3750. to spell the word. Neither of the three teams
Schlomann’s team scored just 2000 points, spelled Vicissitude’ correctly, but the winning
team wagered no points in comparison to 500
and could not move on.
She was not so disappointed, saying, “It’s and 1000 for the other teams.
Hayden Greene, Fraternity, Sorority, and
okay. Fm kind of glad. I was wearing down.
But it was fun. It was the Dinosaurs [cat Social Fellowship Advisor, and his partner,
egory] th at really got me. They weren’t easy Aisha Vinegar, won the top prize of two $50
[words].” However, she was extremely excited gift certificates to the Willowbrook Mall. “I
when they announced the winner of the big feel pretty good. This was a good way to end
raffle was her. She shrieked as she ran up to the day,” Greene said.
collect her X-Box.
Macon’s team tied with Burke’s team,

\
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For people who have to deal
with th e harsh re a lities o f
life, Volunteers of America
is there to help. We w ork in
communities across the country
providing emergency shelter,
and services to h o m eless
individuals and families.
The need is great. And we are
there to offer support and
com passion to help return
people to self-sufficiency.

Find out how you cAn help.
Call 1 .8 0 0 .8 9 9 .0 0 8 9 or visit
www.voIunteersofamerica.org.
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There are no limits to caring. TM
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Virtuoso Artist’s Unique Vision Celebrated
Guggenheim Exhibit Paints Picture of Vasiliy Kandinsky’s Artistic Evolution
Lacey Smith Chief Copy Editor

n a place like New Ydrk, and a time like
now, with the heated election buzz and
an ongoing war, we seek out those rare
moments of tranquility, where we are sepa
rated from humanity and yet connected to it
in a greater sense. It is these moments when
we transcend the physical into the meta
physical, only then when we are released
from the m aterial world are we able to expe
rience something higher. And it is this instant
which many artists spend their lives trying
to re-create.
Vasiliy Kandinsky, bom in Tsarist Russia
in 1866 and survivor of both world wars, was
one such artist. With a love for music and
spirituality, and a devotion to law, his works
grab the viewer in a way th at is nearly inex
pressible.
Many of his pieces hold the enrapturement of a great piece of music, the release
of meditation, and the visual pleasure of
art. A special exhibition at the Solomon R.
Guggenheim Museum honoring Kandinsky
th at opened late September will remain open
for two years.
The exhibition traces Kandinsky’s devel
opment through his- life - from his early
works in Moscow and Munich, to his years
teaching at the Bauhaus and his develop
ment when exile to Paris.
Kandinsky is often", in addition to being
one of the most influential artists of the 20th
century, given the place of founder of pure
abstract expressionism, an art style which
claims to be nonrepresentational and has in
fact been the dominant school of art since
WWII.
This style he developed slowly over his
career, beginning with still lifes and grow
ing less and less depictional of the subject at

I

his theories on
abstraction and
made him well
known through
out Europe.
He also paint
ed “Improvisation
28” in this year.
The canvas is
one of his bet
ter known, and
with good rea
son. It is a near
abstraction with
elements of the
concrete, portray
ing Apocolypse.
Kandinsky
photos courtesy of Guggenheimcollectlon.org
depicted cata
Staying
true
to
his
vision
of
creating
a universal art language, Vasiliy
clysmic events on
Kandinsky’s work ranges from fluid abstractions, as in “ Improvisation
one side of the 28” (above, left), to geometric canvases, like "Composition B” (above).
canvas and the
paradise of spiritual salvation on the other. it, the more one sees and understands his
For instance, images of a boat and waves in message.
The titles of his canvases are often
a great flood, a serpent, and, perhaps, can
nons emerge on the left, while an embracing “Compostion” such and “Improvisation” such,
couple, shining sun, and celebratory candles relaying to the musical influence on his work.
appear on the right. The images are strong His pieces are a painted musical composi
and captivating; the longer one stands before tion.
He was fascinated by the emotional power
th at music holds on a person; it allowed free
dom of imagination, interpretation and emo
tional response th at often painting could not
because it held a responsibility to the visual
world. It was this th at led Kandinsky to be
completely abstract, the most effective way
he felt for an artist to express and a viewer
to perceive subjective realities and freedom
to access the metaphysical.
From 1922 to 1933, Kandinsky taught
at the Bauhaus,- a famous art school in
Germany, later to be declared a producer of
“degenerate art” by Hitler and shut down 57
of Kandinsky’s own works were confiscated
by the Nazis in a national purge of artwork,
claimed by Nazis, to be the product of the
mentally insane.
However contrary to the belief s of the
regime, his years before and at the Bauhaus
developed his style into what is most recog
nizable as “Kandinsky” and what makes him
courtesy of rollingstone.com
so globally admired.
Talib Kweli’s lyrics normally stick to your rib, but in his new album, he adopts a different
He leaves his more fluid style and adopts
sound that does not quite equal his usual work.
sharp angles and clear geometric shapes, now
So how does The Beautiful Struggle mea completely abstract. Some of his best-known
Struggle is an attem pt to finally give Kweli
sure
up to his previous work? Well, Kweli works are from this period. Composition B
the notoriety he deserves in the ever-shifting
remains
focused by articulating well-thought - probably the single most recognizable work
dynamics of hip-hop culture. This summer
lyrics
and
never falls short in delivering - dynamically interrelates colors, lines, and
however, fans were able to hear a different
punch
lines
th at will make you rewind your shapes into what he believed could be a uni
side of this esteemed emcee with the pre
CD
to
catch
the
meaning, that’s the beautiful versal language promoting a better future.
quel to his upcoming album, The Beautiful
“The circle,” claimed Kandinsky, “is the
side.
The
struggle
comes with tracks th at are
Struggle Mix Tape. Here, Kweli spits along
synthesis
of the greatest oppositions. It com
poorly
produced.
A
leading
example
is
“We
side G-Unit’s Game, Styles P, Fabulous and
bines
the
concentric and the eccentric in a
Got
the
Beat”
featuring
R&B
artist
Res.
This
a host of others. After his appearance on
single
form
and in equilibrium. Of the three
song
is
a
fusion
of
Afrika
Bamataa’s
“Planet
Kanye West’s landmark, The College Dropout
primary
forms,
it points most clearly to the
Rock”
and
the
Go-Go’s
original
title
“We
Got
steners could see he was mingling outside of
fourth
dimension.”
the
Beat.”
These
two
80’s
anthems
should
the realm of “backpack rap,” allowing him
a wider and more diversified audience who
SEE ‘KANDINSKY’ P. 13
SEE ‘KWELI’ P. 13
might not have checked for him before.

hand, “till it was barely evident, “till it was not
at all.
In 1896 he moved from his birthplace of
Moscow to Munich to study at the Academy
of Pine Arts and stayed there for four years.
His pieces during and after this are similar
to other artists in their beginning years;
they are full of talent but lack the absolute
confidence and flavor th at only comes with
experience.
In 1909 he visited Paris and was deeply
impressed by the bright colors of the Fauvist
movement and afterwards his works begin to
be less structured and more intensely colored.
“Blue Mountain,” of that year, as an example,
begins to reveal his true personality. It is in
line with other Expressionists, a German art
movement, and holds an important element:
the horse and rider, which are for Kandinsky,
a symbol of Apocolypse (of the two schools of
Expressionism, he would be part of the Der
Blaue Reiter, “the blue rider”).
Kandinsky theorized about art, in addition
to creating, and published several important
documents, the first in 1912, “Concerning
the Spiritual in Art.” He showed his distaste
for the values of the time and hoped for a
better future through the influence of art.
This important piece if literature introduced

Kweli Tries New Musical Style
Jennifer Laster
Staff Writer

T h e B e a u tifu l S tru g g le
Tahb Kwefc
Rawkus Records
★

★

★

★

IBSélf

alib Kweli, one of Brooklyn’s headlin
ing “conscious” emcees, has returned
on his fifth in-studio album, The
Beautiful Struggle. Before the buyer has a
chance to unwrap the CD, the cover boasts
production from power producers Kanye
West, Just Blaze and The Neptunes, which
made me question what type of listener he’s
gearing this project to. Has Kweli aban
doned underground hip-hop loyalists for a
more mainstream fan base? It’s hard not to
question his intent, but knowing his work, he
always aims to please.
The public was first introduced to this
prolific rapper on his debut album with
like-minded cohort, Mos Def founding the
duo Black Star. Their album gained critical
attention from hip-hop enthusiasts and the
two brought something new to the rap game
th at was very reminiscent of earlier artists
like De La Soul', Public Enemy and A Tribe
Called Quest, forging socially conscious hiphop to the top of music charts. The Beautiful

T
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The Urban Nemo Goes Belly Up
Kadijah Basir
Arts and Entertainment Editor

Kadijah Basir

Arts and Entertainment Editor

S h a r k T a le
Starring Witt Smith, Jack Stack
Dir. Bibo Bergen

★ ★ ★

ENTERTAINER OF THE WEEK: MAROON 5
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magine an underwater world of fish with
homes on busy streets and car washes
made of whales where you can get a whale
of a wash.
This Sopranos-like family is head of the
fearful Sharks. And everything underwater
looks like a water version of New York City.
This is all present in the new animated movie
Shark Tale, starring a plethora of actors from
Will Smith to Jack Black to Ziggy Marley. The
film did an excellent job of achieving an almost
real underworld for the little fish.
So much detail and precision was present
in the film, one m ust compliment the creators.
The animators over-extended themselves by
also matching the actor’s face to the character
they voiced. It looked like I was watching Will
Smith as a fish.
,
Even the mole on Robert DeNiro’s char
acter matched his real-life mole exactly. This

I

'■ "■ '

h yes, back with the full
effect...the Entertainer
of the Week for the first
week of October, the month of
Halloween. I want to present a
courtesy of yahoo.com
band th at isn’t scary at all but,
Bem
ie
and
Ernie
(Doug
E
.
Doug
and
Ziggy
Marley),
the
Jamaican
Rasta
jelly
fish, sting up
on the contrary, very hot and
on
Oscar
(Will
Smith)
as
they
show
him
who
is
boss.
sexy - they’re so very easy to
look at. One year ago today, if
film has a great urban feel and with it they the mob shark, Vino (DeNiro), who wants him
you asked me who they were, I
did a good job of adding great music. The to take over the reef. Lenny refuses because
would be like, “don’t know and
soundtrack to Shark Tale implements for the he is different and runs away and meets
really I don’t care.” But now
first time a hip-hop/pop feel to an animated Oscar. And the rest Fm sure you can piece
th at I’m no longer ignorant
movie and made it even more authentic.
together easily.
to their existence, I have seen
An eclectic array of celebrities were
The film was too predictable, which made
the truth.
involved with the project.Artists like Christina 'it boring. By the first 10 minutes of the film
Who says the commercial
Aguilera, JoJo and Justin Timberlake cut hot I knew the outcome of the film. This made
music on the radio now is all
tracks to make the film quite it difficult to watch. I m ust say, with such a
bad? Maybe these guys were
good.
great cast, creative set and hit soundtrack it
sent as a savior for the air
With all these outer layers should’ve been a hit.
waves. I guess you’re wonder
of the film, it looked like it would
There was no one looking over the story of
ing who I am talking about.
be a huge hit and surpass the the film. It had the potential to be so original
Ok, I can’t hold it in anymore..*
other animated fish story. But and unique, but lacked an imaginative ele
it’s Maroon 5! With their
it lacked the charm and punch m ent I guess everyone was so caught-up in
worldwide smash hit single,
Finding Nemo had to make it one everything else th at they didn’t think to put
of those classic animation tales.
“This Love,” the catchy tune
the effort they should’ve into the screenplay.
has made it’s permanent m ark
The story is about a young
There were elements in the film th at were
on music history. Ok, I know
male fish named Oscar (Smith). distinct but it wasn’t developed enough. The
th at song was so hot th at it’s
He works at the whale wash as a rasta jellyfish were such a cute touch to the
bieen played out and lost all its
tongue scrubber who is sweet and film th at it made it fun to watch.
scintillating, flava.
charming, getting him into trou
The two rasta jellyfish, Bemie and Ernie,
So you might be asking
ble. He often dreams of becoming were played by Doug E. Fresh, and Marley.
why I am declaring them as
somebody great.
Their characters were more entertaining
the Entertainer of the Week?
There he has his best than some of the main characters, but of
What did they do to deserve
friend Angie, played by Renée course they weren’t as prevalent. Also, the
it? Well, what I have to say to
Zellweger, who is secretly in love adorable little shrimp that came in were so
th at is: I don’t care what you
with him, but he, of course, is cute and witty you ju st wanted to love and
think! How about them apples!
blind to her feelings. He gets him eat them all at the same time.
I think they’re fabulous and I
self in a pickle with a shark mob.
Before going to see this film I was incred
ju st can’t get enough of them.
An accident happens and ibly excited to watch it, so when I left the
These guys went from opening
his dream to be famous becomes film not getting what I expected, I was disap
courtesy of yahoo.com a reality.
for acts like Counting Crows
pointed of the what could have been, a land
and John Mayer to headlining Lenny the Shark (Jack Black) is a diffent kind of shark that
Then there is Lenny, the m ark histoiy cartoon. But maybe next time
their own tours! Every single doesn’t quite fit in with thé rest of his family.
sensitive shark who is the son of they will a better script to add to the set.
song on their debut album,
Songs About Jane, is a banger.
They each represent some
thing that all individuals can
Mariana Perez
relate to.
Staff Writer
could be going to school for a good education, ried and live with his mother and the rest of
Their album has been on
but
books will not feed her family in the his family. Maria abruptly asked if that was
the charts for 72 weeks and
what he really wanted - to m arry without
here
and now.
has been in the top 10 for a few
love.
M
aria
is
played
by
C
atalina
Sandino
months. Songs About Jane has
M a ria F u ll o f G ra ce
' Juan responds, rather indifferently, that
Morenoan,
who
has
no
formal
acting
training
sold over 1,900,000 albums,
m
he does not love her, and Maria reveals th at
-g Catalina Sandino Mi 'c n 1
yet
does
a
credible
job
portraying
a
young
globally. They also have been
Y erm y Paolo Vega
she feels the same way.
girl who is growing up too fast.
making pit-stops all over the
Oir. Joshua Maratón
Ifií
Now th at she’s both pregnant and sup
Maria
is
not
book-smart,
but
she
is
a
-A. a a a ...
y?
world and really indulging in
★ ★ ★ ★
porting her family, she decides she needs
street-educated
girl.
She
decides
there
has
their great opportunities.
to be something better to help out her family better opportunities for income. She quits her
Their last single, “She Will
financially other than working at the flower job, which is run like a sweat shop, anyway.
hat
do
people
do
for
a
better
tomorrow?
Be Loved” is now at number
She then meets Franklin, played by Jhon
plantation.
Most
people
go
to
work,
but
what
kind
6 on the charts and has a new
Alex Toro, at a dance. He offers her “a good
Her
friend,
Blanca,
played
by
Yenny
Paola
of
job
can
they
take?
It
all
depends
on
video out to heat up the screen.
Vega, also works at the same flower planta paying job” th at will take her to the United
They combine the essence of experience and education.
tion. Vega has never acted before and was States.
If
you’re
reading
this,
there’s
a
good
chance
smooth operators with goodFranklin explains to her th at the job is
actually picked at random to take on this
you
are
attending
college,
and,
perhaps,
you
have
guy charm. I hope they con
simple. She will be given merchandise to
role
for
Maria
Full
o
f
Grace.
Vega
did
a
good
a
job
on
the
side.
tinue to make great music and
In Maria Full o f Grace, the audience meets a job in playing Blanca, the overly dependent bring to the United States. Someone will
thrive in their careers in the
wait for her to deliver, and when she does, she
17-year-old
Colombian girl named Maria whose teenager.
years to come. Even though
The audience also sees the relationship will get paid. She will remain in the U.S. for a
circumstances
lead
her
to
become
a
“mule,”
a
they don’t have all the credfew days, and then go back to Colombia.
ability most senior bands do, person who transfers drugs from country to between M aria and her boyfriend, Juan,
It turns out th at M aria will be smuggling
played
by
Wilson
Guerrero.
She
ends
up
country,
in
this
case,
from
Colombia
to
the
United
they make great music and
drugs into the United States. It becomes a
pregnant
and
one
highlight
of
the
film
is
States.
In
the
early
scenes,
the
audi
thus, they are going to be the
ENTERTAINER OF THE ence gets a sense of what every day life is like for when she breaks the news.
S E E ‘MARIA’ P. 13
Juan immediately suggested they get mar
Maria and her poverty-stricken family. Maria
WEEK!!!

O

Maria Takes Offr Delivers Drama and Hope
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KWELI

MARIA

CONTINUED FROM R 11

CONTINUED FROM R 1 2

never come together on one record; surely,
there were good intentions to revive the
classics, but something went terribly wrong.
Unfortunately, another weak link presents

“[We Got the Beat’ and
‘Planet Rock’] should
never come together on
one record; surely, there
were good intentions to
revive the classics, but
something went terribly
wrong.”
itself with “Around My Way.” The song is a
little too slow, almost boring, though its nar
rative is insanely thought provoking.
But, never fail! The track “Work It Out”
redeems Kweli from his musical sins. Hi-Tek,

KANDINSKY
CONTINUED FROM P 11

Exiled in 1933, Kandinsky moved to a
suburb of Paris, where he stayed till his
death in 1944. Yet even though in exile
from Germany, the country he considered his
home, he did not allow the war to negatively
affect his work.
Pieces from his Parisian years are hope
ful, less geometric and filled with w hat looks
like organisms, which some say was his way
of expressing regeneration for a better world.
He shared ideas with artists such as Ernst
and Miro, experimenting more now apart
from the exact discipline of the Bauhaus.
His colors are lighter and strokes softer,
even playful. He tested new mediums such
as wood and sand and grew more attentive
to detail than ever before. “Accompanied
Contrast” is one such piece th at incorporates
all these.
It is in these last years th at he has his
conviction for a new post-war generation
and a new universal art language though he
spent much of his life leading to it. It is these
years and this message th at makes his work
so important and accessible today.

one-time member of Reflection Eternal, puts
together a pulsing beat as Kweli instructs
his audience. He says that instead of taking
a violent route to solve conflict, they should,
as the title suggests, work it out. He states,
“men who so insecure they think they women
cheating on them/ and women who think the
proof th at they man love them is they beat
ing on them/ keep sleeping on them soon they
partner creeping on them/ committing crimes
of passion they in caskets mother weeping on
them.” These lyrics are staggering proof that
he has not lost the message embedded in his
music.
The song “Broken Glass” is about a young
woman seduced by the lures of city life who
ends up a drug abuser in an attem pt to follow
a fast-paced lifestyle. With the help of rapper
Jean Grae, the two come together to explain
the trials of black women in America and
abroad on “Black Girl Pain,” one of the most
im portant songs on this album. The hook
says, “My mama said life would be this hard/
Growing up days as a black girl scarred/ in
every way though you’ve come so far/ but
they ju st know the name they don’t know the
game the pain/ so please hold your head up
high/ don’t be ashamed of yourself know 1/
will carry you forth till the day I die/ cuz they
just know the name they don’t know the pain
Black girl.”
“I Try,” the album’s lead single featuring
Mary J. Blige, flows powerfully over piano
cords and heavy drum kicks. Kweli again
recognizes the injustices in America faced by
blacks, but also acknowledges th at one can
change the circumstances they’ve been dealt
to make a difference. The album’s title track
“Beautiful Struggle,” is an empowering inspi
ration to daily life which states “you looking
for the remedy but you can’t see what’s hurt
ing you/ the revolution is here, the revolution
is personal.” The Beautiful Stuggle does not
only critique society and personal change,
Kweli won’t let listeners forget why he’s rap
ping in the first place: “Yo I speak in schools
a lot cuz they say Fm intelligent/ No cuz Fm
dope if I was wack Fd be irrelevant.” Songs
like “Going Hard,” “A Game” and “Back Up
Offa Me” display his lyrical dexterity as a
hard-hitting emcee with a message.
I think the rap world will be pleased
with this addition. Hip-hop is again trying
to making a positive change; and combining
well-known producers and regular radio rota
tion can give this project the exposure th at it
needs. Talib Kweli’s The Beautiful Struggle
is a must-have for any hip-hop collection,
whether you place it next to your Jay-Z Black
Album or The Roots Things Fall Apart.

ARTS
C a le n d a r

frightful experience for Maria. She runs into
Lucy (Guilied Lopez), someone who has done
this kind of drug trafficking before. Lucy
shows Maria what to expect as a “mule.”
Maria, as well as Blanca, who also becomes
a mule, will have to swallow rubber-wrapped
pellets filled with heroin. In order to make
the trip worthwhile, they will have to intake
anywhere from 50 to 70 pellets. Once in the
United States, they will meet up with drugMl
dealers who will instruct them to delicate the
pellets into a bathtub.
It can be dangerous; there is a risk not
only of getting caught and sent to jail, but if
the pellets do not arrive in the United States,
the women’s families will be threatened.
Also, there is a chance th at if one of the pel
lets breaks in their stomachs, they will not
survive.
Despite all of this, Maria takes the risks.
She swallows the pellets and boards a plane
to the United States. During the plane ride,
she cannot help but use the bathroom, and
inadvertently expels two pellets.
Maria cannot afford to lose the pellets.

“...If the pellets do not
arrive in the United States,
the women’s families will
be threatened...if one of
the pellets breaks in their
stomachs, they will not
survive.”________
Eaced with little choice, she coats the pellets
with toothpaste and brings herself to swallow
them for a second time.
In a suspenseful scene, M aria is inter
rogated at customs. Although she is bring
ing illegal drugs to the States, the audience
empathizes for Maria, and roots for her to
make it.
Once in the States, Maria faces numerous
life and death trials. In the final scene, she
makes decision th at will affect her and her
child’s future. Maria chooses to put her child
first.
Maria’s is a story of survival and is not so
unfathomable for many immigrants to the
U.S. People often misunderstand the actions
of those whom they don’t know. In Maria Full
o f Grace, we see th at the realities of the world
make desperate people do risky - sometimes
illegal - activities.
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Dir. Peter Berg
Starring Silly Bob Thornton,
Derek Luke, Garnett Hedlund

Shall We Dance?
Dir. Peter Chelsom
Starring Jennifer Lopez,
Richard Gere, Susan Sarandon
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Chiropractic...
The Right Choice For Your Future
Is your dream to become a doctor, to study in beautiful surroundings, with
a world-renowned faculty and state of the art facilities —what more could
you want In a professional education? Logan College students receive all
this and more! If you are ready to accept the challenge of graduate
professional study In science, physiotherapy, nutrition, radiology,
clinical scien ces, chiropractic techniques and extensive clinical rotations,
then Logan College is the place for you.
Logan College of Chiropractic gives you the skills to help patients
get well through non-invasive healthcare while preparing you to
earn a substantial income commensurate with your position a s a
Doctor of Chiropractic. Most D C ’s work in a private practice
setting, providing time for family and other important quality of
life priorities.
Contact Logan College at 1-800-533-9210 or at
loganadm@logan.edu to receive an information packet
describing the world's fastest growing healthcare profession.
You can also visit our website at www.Iogan.edu.
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College* of♦Chiropractic

1- 800- 533-9210

."Morrissey - Paramount Theatre j
Alter Bridge,'Submersed - Irving Plaza■ Chris Smither- iq e ’s Pub

. Friday 8
Neville Brothers - Beacon Theatre
Tilly and the Wail - Bowery. Ballroom
Saturday 9

Beastie Boys - Madison Square Garden
Sophie B. Hawkins - The Canal Roorrf
Ralph's World - Joe’s Pub

, Su n d a y10
•—Naked Beggars - Don Hill's
.
■The Savy Doetors .-Trying': Plaza ■
' Hot Snakes - Knitting F&ctory ; :
M onday 11

Chinese Stars, Moving Units Maxwell's
Leon Russell - The Cutting Room
Tuesday 12

Blind Boys of Alabama, Ben Harper8,8. King's Blues C M n v v ’: •
- Sum 41 - Tower, 692 B'Way

vsww.logan.edu

W ednesday 13

loganadm@logan.edu

Usher, Kanye West - Madison Square
Garden
Cee-Lo, Tweet - B B K in g 's BiuesClub

1851 S ch o e ttle r Rd, C hesterfield (St. Louis area), M O

63017
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Would you believe, th a t for a school whose newest dorm buiMing is only 23-years-old and whose shuttle buses look like they’re
‘‘ ..th is is a n exterem ely am b itiou s
ready to be painted over by the original Partridge family, the
[idea] th a t m ay b e d iffic u lt to
proposal has been brought up to distribute cell phones to every
resident student on campus as soon as next year? I mean, who
execu te. M
exactly is responsible for this idea, the Informaticm Technology
departm ent or Isaac Asimov? It’s a corageous new world here at
MSU; hut at the same time, seeing becomes believing.
of antennae across campus,
Students interconnected on the same mobile phone network;
. several thousand would have to
in cell phone technology
would have undeniable advantages: professors couM instantly
; th at this school has a deficit of
reach their students when necessary; campuspolice would be
nearly $500 million, one has every right to be, at the very least,
notified immediately when crimes take place; and student com
munication in general would be cheaper and easier. In addition,
The bottom line with all of this is th at while it looks like a
the school is reaching capacity on 655 extensions, and if they
great idea a t first, it te an extremely ambitious one th at may be
want to expand, they’ll have to purchase another 10,000 num
difficult to execute in term s of efficiency and practicality. The
bers. Of course, while Seton Hall can promote laptops standard
w ith enrollment, MSU can counter with the chic concept of cell i tria l period, in which the school will test ont its new idea, will
begin in a few weeks, and w ell see whether or not this proposal
phones available to every student.
represents the next wave of communication on campus.
Price and costs to students have not been; discussed yet,
MSU is back from the drawing board and this is what they
presumably, because tuition already covers IT fees and th at
this would most likely be a deal between the school and am gjor ; have to offer. Now it’s time to see if they can operate without any
service provider; the cost to students, if any, would be negligible.
On the other hand, correct me if I’m mistaken: the installation
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Problems of Peace With No Explanation
At the Very Least We, As Americans and Soldiers, Deserve the Truth
They told us th at by
‘teaching’ Iraq a lesson,
the rest of the world
would learn. They told
us th at we would be
safer.
Since then, the
world has become less
M )nME, r
safe and terrorism conM CPHEE
tinues with gusto.
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
The northwestem portion of Iraq is
controlled by insurgents, and the rest of Iraq
suffers from daily attacks and kidnappings.
It makes me think back to whether or
not the “shock and awe” campaign was as
successful as they would have us think.
The immediate effect was success, and this
war could have been remembered as one of
America’s great victories. Instead, it is seen
as a colossal failure because America didn’t
plan for the peace!

“As a result of the President’s policies, Americans are
more in danger now than ever before.”
So now, about th at lesson everyone was
supposed to have learned. We were told th at
by going into Iraq, the world would learn
th at having weapons of mass destruction
ju st weren’t worth it. Unfortunately, yet
again, they were wrong. North Korea has
announced th at they have joined the ever
growing list of nuclear-armed nations.
Iran continues its ambitions to be a nucle
ar power. Now South Korea and Japan are
contemplating seeking nuclear arms. W hat
happened to nuclear non-proliferation? Oh
yes, when President Bush came into office,
he scrapped th at treaty in favor of a missile
defense network... th at has yet to be created

or even proven viable.
As a result of the President’s policies,
Americans are more in danger now th an ever
before. Instead of spending money on border
control or closer examination of the 95 percent
of unscreened cargo ships th at pass through
our ports daily, the President chose to commit
our army to a war, and it was a choice; don’t be
fooled. Our nation was in no imminent danger
and th at’s been proven.
When will the President adm it he was
wrong? The families of the 1,059 dead and
25,000 plus am putated and seriously wounded
soldiers demand honesty and not political rheto
ric from their President.

The Iraqis too, deserve more. Their
lives under Saddam were harsh - as a
result of his policies they suffered harsh
economic sanctions. Saddam tortured
those th at dared to challenge his govern
ment’s authority, very brutally and with
out remorse. Then America comes to save
the day.
O ther than the thousands of dead
Iraqis, the thousands of insurgent attack
ers, looting of national treasurers, and
lack of electricity, I would have to agree
with the President: mission accomplished.
Although I believe Saddam Hussein is
getting what he deserves, I ju st don’t think
th at the American soldiers deserve what
they continue to be getting: lies and halftruths from their Commander-in-Chief.

Michael C. McPhee is in his first year as
Editor-In-Chief for The Montdarion.
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Lesson Learned: It’s Time to Change
Opportunity to Change President and Policy Cannot Come Soon Enough

n

Today I want to talk about the current
President of the United States of America
Yes, I’m afraid th at the
frequency of poor deci
sions made by our lead
er has reached its limit.
Elections are coming up
and Oct. 4 was the hist
day to register; I hope
all of you reading this
are ready to vote this
unqualified person out
HAKIM
ABDI
of the office he wasn’t
COLUMNIST
supposed to get in the
first place.
Let’s talk about the President’s most recent
attem pt to install democracy in a foreign
land: The country of Iraq is situated south
of Turkey between Iran to the east, Syria
to the west and of course our little brother
Israel to the southwest. Iraq was once ruled
by Saddam Hussein. He was a dictator and
was in charge of everything in the country.
Saddam made a big m istake of invading a
smaller, weaker country - (does th at sound
familiar?) - Kuwait, a m istake th at haunts
him to this day. Anyway, the international
community comes to Kuwait’s aid and Iraq
is labeled sis the bad guy. Certain ties and
privileges th at Iraq had in the fields of trade,
commerce and foreign relations have been
soured and severed. However, the country
continued to survive.
An im portant point to realize is th at there
is no proof th at Saddam was a threat to the

United States - I mean none whatsoever,
zilch!
In any case, Iraq is invaded and Saddam is
caught in a hole... literally. The country how
ever is still in chaotic turmoil. Insurgents (as
the media calls them) are everywhere and
democracy can’t be installed easily. It will be
a far day from now when Iraq will be stable
again; thanks to this invasion another coun
try has been destabilized.
Now wouldn’t it have been better to leave
Iraq alone? I really do not see a meaningful
reason of sending American soldiers, whose
prim ary task is to defend America, to a
country with which we don’t even have for
eign relations. If Iraq had attacked the US
(it m ust be completely imprudent to do that)
and waged a full out offensive, then all of this
would’ve been utterly justifiable.
Then there is Iran. The Iranians have
relentlessly defied our orders to stop build
ing nuclear weapons, and I admire that
about them; they stood up and said, “No, we
are going to continue with upgrading our
defenses and th at’s the end of that.” Tran, by
the way, has a m ilitary 20 million strong and
spends $4.3 billion on the m ilitary per year.
Why would you tell another country to
stop building technologies to defend itself?
This is one thing I don’t get about American
politics: we are vying for new defense tech
nologies, but wait we don’t want others doing
the same so we bully them into stopping their
attempts. We order them, we threaten them,
and finally, we bomb them.

“...the entire responsibility
of this Iraq mess lies, not
at the hands of our troops,
but at the hands of our
Commander-in-Chief...”
Honestly, I do support the troops th at are
overseas. I have friends who have loved ones
abroad. May God bless them; they have a
heavy task on their shoulders and may they
return home safely.
But I guess what I’m trying to say is th at
the task of our troops is to defend us and
when Bush rhetorically says, le t’s invade
a country in defense of America,’ then the
troops are off to the service of the nation. As
a soldier it’s your duty to go out there and
proudly do the best of your ability for your
country. Therefore, the entire responsibility
of this Iraq mess lies, not at the hands of our
troops, but at the hands of the Commanderin-Chief, because he is the one giving the
orders.
I was recently watching the movie 13
Days, about the Cuban missile crisis during
the Cold War and during John F. Kennedy’s
administration. The Russians were secret
ly deploying nuclear missiles in Cuba and
were continuously denying it. An immediate

bombing strike was dismissed early on, as
was a potentially time-consuming appeal to
the United Nations. The choice was reduced
to either a naval blockade and an ultimatum,
or full-scale invasion. A blockade was finally
chosen, although there were a number of
senior m ilitary personnel who kept pushing
for tougher action. An emergency meet
ing of the UN Security Council was held
on Oct. 25 and the case was conclusively
proven, during which US ambassador Adlai
Stevenson showed photographs of Russian
missile installations in Cuba, ju st after
Soviet ambassador V. A. Zorin denied their
existence. After Security Council’s meeting,
the Soviets removed their missiles from Cuba
as p art of a deal with the US. If this same
incident would have happened today, then we
would definitely be in nuclear armageddon.
Bombing pharmaceutical factories and
people’s homes in a sovereign, independent
nation, knowing th at they are helpless and
cannot possibly stand a chance against you
is completely absurd. The US spends $370
billion annually on the m ilitary, and has
a m ilitary manpower of 73 million, not to
mention all the latest high-end and totally
unimaginable m ilitary technology. No coun
try can compete with that, at least not in our
lifetime.

Hakim Abdi, a biology major, is in his ¡first year
a s a columnist for The Montclarion.

P o litics of Students M isunderstood
Influence of Conservatives Like Bill O’Reilly Existent On Campus

V

Did you know
th a t M ontclair State
University helped Bill
O’Reilly establish his
present
popularity
among young people?
The O’R eilly Factor
For Kids: A Survivor’s
WENDY
Guide is a guide young
DESTEFANO
people could use to conCOLUMNIST
structively deal with
problems at school and
home. O’Reilly said th at he wrote the book
(with Charles A. Flowers) because parents
and teachers were demanding a children’s
book from him.
“W hat Say You” is a duet with .country
music singer Travis T ritt and the legendary
John Mellencamp. The song’s w riters Frank
J. Myers and Michael Bradford said that
they based the song about political tolerance
on O’Reillys catchphrase “W hat say you?”
The song is currently a climbing Top 40 hit
on both the country music singles charts for
Billboard and Radio Records.
The song should find success among the
young, opinionated, traditionalist, and patri
otic country music audience. The young
audience includes MSU college students.
My research about Bill O’Reilly’s popu
larity among college students indicates the
following:
Even though college students had been
watching The O’Reilly Factor (also called The
O’Reilly Report from 1996-1998), O’Reilly’s
popularity among college students didn’t
blossom until 1998.
In 1998/1999, O’Reilly’s popularity among
college students developed in some western,
southern, and Mid-West states. But the
most development took place in colleges and
universities spanning from Connecticut to
Virginia - including MSU. MSU has been

contributing to the continuing explosions in
the number of university student newspaper
articles containing references to O’Reilly and
university libraries acquiring his books since
he beat Larry King in the monthly ratings of
Oct. 2000.
Simultaneously, other colleges and uni
versities have been making significant con
tributions to O’Reillys popularity among
college students - including the University of
Connecticut and Lynn University.
In a 2003 special election, the then 21year-old University ofConnecticut Republican
student Sean Williams became the youngest
person ever elected into the Connecticut
State Assembly.
Before he won the election, Williams
wrote columns for his university’s student
newspaper, praising his idol Bill O’Reilly,
The Daily Campus. The staff nicknamed
him “the younger O’Reilly.” Williams cred
its O’Reilly for his election victory since he
claims he learned his tough debating tactics
from O’Reilly.
But if O’Reillys popularity among college
students is not obvious to the majority of the
university community, then why is a univer
sity conducting a survey about his show?
The majority of college students don’t
recognize O’Reilly’s popularity among college
students due to the media’s lack of accurately
recording interests among college students.
A.C. Nielsen hasn’t been m easuring TV rat
ings on college campuses or breaking down its
18-34 and 18-49 demographics into “college
students” and “non-college students.” Only
this year have A.C. Nielsen and some TV
stations installed People Meters on college
campuses, according to Television Week.
Bookscan doesn’t count sales of some col
lege bookstores and college and university
libraries in its book sale figures.
Bestseller lists of brick-and-mortar and

internet college bookstores only measure the
sales among college students at their institu
tions.
Bestseller lists also underreport sales
depending on the methods used to construct
the lists. For example, in the fall 2003,
The Chronicle o f Higher Education compiled
its monthly bestseller list “What Theyre
Reading” with data from selected stores in
the Follet College Bookstore chain.
The list said th at O’Reillys book Who’s
Looking Out For You? didn’t make the list.
Yet, according to the bestseller list with all of
the Follet College Bookstores’ data, O’Reillys
book was number nine. Because of customer
shield laws and the anonymity of the buying
books, book retailers can’t tabulate the exact
number of college students buying O’Reilly’s
books.
Like the A.C. Nielsen and Arbitron rat
ings, the situation forces book retailers to
lump O’Reilly’s college audience in “the gen
eral public audience.”
As a result, the media has been creating
a false perception about our generation since
we were adolescents. For example, I and
some of our peers have been watching The
O’Reilly Factor/The O’Reilly Report since
our adolescent and high-school years.
Because the news industry doesn’t con
sider the 11 to 17-year-old demographic as
im portant to its advertisers, the media hasn’t
been counting our generation as O’Reilly’s
young audience.
Our generation’s O’Reilly fans have been
attending colleges and universities. Still,
the numbers of young O’Reilly fans have
been growing. Our generation started a
movement of young O’Reilly fans which has
evolved into the audience for O’Reilly’s chil
dren’s book and added to O’Reilly’s existing
college audience.
Despite these facts, O’Reilly insists that

he has no power to help college students
since colleges and universities will always be
realm s of liberal influence. Because of this
attitude, O’Reilly offended members of our
generation when he interviewed Jon Stewart
on Sept. 17,2004.
On his show, O’Reilly told Stewart th at
Stewart’s audience is made up of “dopey
kids,” “stoned slackers,” and left-leaning lib
erals.
Four days later, the University of
Pennsylvania’s National Anneberg Election
Survey alleged th at The Daily Show audi
ence is more educated and successful than
The O’Reilly Factor audience.
W hether the survey is accurate or not,
young people still respect O’Reilly.
For example, on The Radio Factor in Jan.
2004, O’Reilly told a college student he could
only help college students by offering the fol
lowing advice: college students should write
columns for their student newspapers to
express their opinions, especially since it is
difficult to start non-liberal Democratic polit
ical clubs on college campuses. O’Reilly’s
advice is only partly right since he based
it on his undergraduate experience as a
non-liberal Democratic columnist for M arist
College’s student newspaper The Circle.
In his columns, O’Reilly challenged and
defied the left-wing liberal Democratic cul
ture of the late 1960s and early 1970s college
and university campuses.
Though O’Reilly’s advice works like in
Sean Williams’ case, I believe th at O’Reilly
possesses the power to help his collegiate
audience with the vigorous research and
investigative reporting about today’s univer
sity community..
Wendy DeStefano, a political science major,
is in her third year a s a columnist for The
Montclarion.
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Q u estio n o f
The W eek
If yea» could fix or alter one
thing on cam pus, w hat would
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Voter Waiting to Be Inspired
In Critical Election, Tough to Get Excited Over Choices

(th e ?
MELISSA VELEZ

1
P § 1 Year: Junior
Women's
- m" Major:
Studies

I

.

■ ‘I would change
lim itim i aid policin'. of
informing the students of their particu
lar situai ion».”

DANIELLE
HUTCHINS
Year: Senior
Major: Business

“1 would have more
things to do while wait
ing in between classes. It takes too long
to wait for a computer and there isn t
much else to keep people occupied "

■

■

—

*

M
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VANESSA
KAPLAN
Year: Sophomore
Major: Studio Art

I

“I would change the
dinner schedule ,it
freem an, The open time on weekend»
is 11 to 1 p.m and I’m not free to get
there during that tune "

BRYAN
GOLDSMITH
Year: Senior
M ajo r Finance and
International Business

“Have’ mo«- parking
available on campus And to have more
leniency towards violators when there is
no parking available'

STEPHEN
QUINUNES
Year: Sophomore
Major: Business

■J would nio-t deiiI lately fix the parking
problem There .ire ton many car-, and
not enough spaci-a."

NICOLE FIELDS

g
'Ê k f
5 ¡KM

Year: Graduate
Student
Major: English

. j ô

■ "I hate Hit parking
situation Would 1 he
wrong if I showed up to all my cluses late
because there U no parking0"

JILL COULTER
'm m

Year: Senior
Major: Theatre
Studies

-If I could m
thing t would change
the parking Mtualian on campus.’’

This November, as we are presented with
arguably one of the
most im portant presi
dential elections in the
history of this nation,
Americans must decide
in the post-9/11 uni
verse which man they
feel is the best qualified
to lead the free world
and protect us, re-ignite
KARL
DE VRIES
our economy, and hold
ASSISTANT
America’s hand as we
OPINION EDITOR
walk into an era of gen
eral uncertainty.
These are times when great men are-in
demand; England had Churchill; America
had FDR; Russia had Gorbachev. However,
as I look at the lukewarm choices I’m made to
decide between, my method of decision comes
down to which candidate I detest less.
I doubt this represents democracy in its
ideal form of execution, and yet I still feel
compelled to vote.
Torn between what I want and what Tm
presented with, it’s like going to Blanton din
ner hungry.
I want a president with a strong foreign
policy and a commitment to fight terrorism .
And yet, preferably a president whose own
family and business ties are not linked to one
of America’s most distrusted “allies” (Saudi
Arabia).
I’d like a president whose views on abor-

perhaps I should just
flip a coin and get my
decision over with.”
tion, environment, economy and other domes
tic issues are liberal in nature. On the other
hand, I want my president to be a man I
believe to be of strong personal character.
It looks like I’m out of luck this year; maybe
there’s a decent president lying somewhere
between the two.
When we live jn an era where the con
glomerate of news media is larger and fiercer
than ever, when the personal lives of our
candidates are ripped apart and strung out
for all to see, when parties spend more time
and energy prettying up and packaging their
candidates rather than focusing on genu
ine leadership qualifications, we understand
th at the era of inspirational government has
probably passed us by.
Of course, who am I to question this
anyway? Maybe I just want to believe in
something, ju st want to be stirred, ju st want
to believe in the future. My unending loyalty
and support waits for the man willing to
really perform; until then, I won’t ju st be
waiting around.
I was going to file my vote for John F.
Kennedy until someone told me he was dead

- oh, well.
In this present day, his memory and
what he represented is becoming more and
more the relic of another era. True, a man
with Kennedy’s personal life would not have
lasted long in today’s environment, but what
I wouldn’t give to have been a part of that, to
finally find a leader who represented more
than just your country, but your hopes and
dreams for a better tomorrow. As I look at
my legitimate choices for President of the
United States, I think to myself that perhaps
I should ju st flip a coin and get my decision
over with.
I don’t believe in the .appropriateness
of comparing the Bush adm inistration to
Nazi Germany; I don’t believe in the policy
of appeasement; I don’t believe in the vast
right-wing conspiracy; I don’t believe in John
Kerry; I don’t believe in George W. Bush. I
also don’t believe th at one candidate earns
my vote simply because he’s not the other
guy.
I’m going to have to decide which issues
are the most im portant to me and then
choose my man, which ideology best fits my
priority views. I cross my fingers and hope
everything will work out; may the best man
win.

Karl de Vries, an English major, is in his
first year as Assistant Opinion Editor for The
Montclarion.

M ontclarion Mai l bag
Dear Montclarion,
I do not get easily disgruntled or upset.
In fact, I like to think th at I have a fuse that
could easily run the length of the Mississippi
River. I don’t suffer from road rage or
repressed anger. In fact, I’m quite amicable
and easy going.
It wasn’t until this morning that I dis
covered th at I do indeed have a little wrath
in me, and it was brought out by something
th at I’m sure many other MSU students have
experienced. It’s horrendous; it’s exasperat
ing, and it’s infuriating... it’s MSU parking.
I received a ticket my first week here,
because I dared to go home for the weekend
and return on a Monday morning. I readily
acknowledge the fact th at I parked illegally
- but I also readily admit th at there were no
parking spaces (I drove around for a halfhour in search of one).
How is it possible th at in MSU’s state of
constant improvement, th at they have left
out something so vital as parking spaces for
their expanding student body? Do they not
realize th at the lots do not accommodate
residents and commuters alike?
This morning, after scavenging spaces for
another half hour, I was reduced to spewing
a string of curses th at even the Osbournes
would admire. Just when I thought I had a
space (I had resorted to the act th at I call
‘stalking’ - or following people th at look like
they are headed for vehicles), and was about
to back into it, another individual pulled in.
After th at injustice (and many others,
where fellow students took the words ‘cut
throat’ to new extremes), I asked a police
officer where to park, and was directed to a
The Montclarion M ailbag Policy

parking garage somewhere near the Clove
Road Apartments.
While there was a shuttle, I was danger
ously close to the end of my fuse. I later had
to run down to my car between classes in
order to move it up to lot 22.
There must be some way to correct the
parking situation, at least partially. If a day
arrives when there is a space for everyone,
and everyone in their space, I would love to
see it.
Kelly Czupkiewicz
Freshman
Undeclared

Dear Montclarion,

Dear Montclarion,
I’m writing in response to “Mold Signals
Growth in Physical Plant Problems,” in Voi.
86 Issue 4 of The Montclarion. The article
changed from mold in Calcia Hall to feces
and vomit in a bathroom in a residence hall.
The article’s main focus was supposed to
be on the Physical Plant, but the feces and
vomit deals more with moronic resident stu
dents.
Shouldn’t the students be responsible enough
to clean up after themselves?
The article mentioned the dangers of feces
to the students, but did anyone think of the
housekeeper’s health? In order for the house
keeping staff to protect themselves from the
harm s of feces, they have to follow a certain
protocol. The students should be more upset
at the people who did the act, than house
keeping not cleaning it up right away.
Put thè blame on the student’s idiocy of
not being responsible enough to clean up
after themselves. Also, if you are going to
write an article addressing this problem
maybe it is wise to look at all the resident
halls, and not ju st one building.
Also, there were no comments or quotes
from the Physical Plant about these specific
issues. Was this a news article or an opinion
article?
If it was the latter then it should have
been in the opinion section.

From what I have been hearing on cam
pus, students who graduate with more than
one degree will only receive one diploma
when they graduate. Their achievement will
only be recognized on their transcripts.
This is very unsettling. Students th at
have more than one major not only work
twice as hard as students with only one; they
also pay double the tuition. When students
graduate, they are proud of their achieve
ments and should be able to show it off. I
mean, I am sure Montclair State University
can afford it. How much can a piece of paper
possibly cost? If this is indeed the policy,
then action should be taken to change it.
Besides, the more diplomas it would allow Laurel Ubinski
the graduate to put on their wall, the more Sociology Major
free advertising MSU gets.
Eric Mininson
T

r

• All letters must be typed, preferably on disk (text only format) or via e-mail. • Letters exceeding 350 words will not be considered for publication. • Once
received, letters are property of The Montclarion and may be edited for length, content and libel. • Letters will not be printed unless they include the author's
Question of the M eek opinions are views
espresseti by the «fedtvifs of Mon telai' State
University, and ore not ncoessanly tne views

name, major, last four digits of SSN and phone number or e-mail address. • Only one letter by an author will be printed each month.- • Submission deadline:
Monday. 10:00 p.m. • Letters may be submitted through e-mail to MontOpinion@yahoo.com or sent to The Montclarion - Attn: Opinion Page Editor, Mont
clair State University, 113 Student Center Annex, Upper Montclair, NJ 07043.
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War Is Not The Answer!
Issue*
Pascrell

Fortunato

Supports policy of pre-emptive war?
(e.g. attack on Iraq)

té

No

M Yes

Will seek immediate and responsible withdrawal of
American troops from Iraq?

té Yes

té No

Supports U.S. participation in I n t e r n a t i o n a l
Criminal Court?.

1

té

Will pursue a significant reduction of the military
budget and invest the cuts in; healthcare, veterans’
benefits, education, housing & environment?

té

Yes

té No

i
Will vote to eliminate the USA Patriot Act in 2005?

¡té Yes
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Yes
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No
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»SOURCE: PEACE ACTION VOTER GUIDE

Elect

Joseph A. Fortunato
to Congress
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GREENPARTY
www.fortunatoforcongress.com
Paid for by Fortunato for Congress, Bud Feder,Treasurer.
546 Valley Road, Upper Montclair, NJ 07043
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8th Congressional District
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“So anyway, Doc ... i have abandonment issues.
Doc? Doc?”

PAUL

¿ w t 'c r . r

“You know what, Susie? Everybody thinks they
be pimp, but they just frontin'.”

BY BILLY O'KEEFE

SO IF y o u WANNA
WfN THIS ELECTION,
VOU 60TTA.
6fVE PEOPLE
a Piece
OF

I THOU6HT I HIRED
VOU TO PASS OUT.
BUMPER
AND STUFF.

6 0 AFTER m &m
THEM/ ATTACK
yo ur vo ter s/

P SS H , y o u DIDN'T
HIRE ME AT A L L I’M
A VOLUNTEER. „

VEAH BUT

h ev, o o n t m a k e

A ft s w it c h s i d e s / /
I'M NOT ONE O F THOSE PARMESAN
Types, a t w or * f o r e it h e r p a r t v .

W LU

ASSAULT

WHATEVER. VOW R E A CHEESE.
OH VEAH, I WENT THERE. NOW
LETS 6ET DOWN TO BU SIN ESS
BEFORE I REALLV S E T VIOLENT.
© IW V f
G

r o c N im S

f TOMEDITATEOk)
I "me Self is to
\F0R6er THESELF.

' TO DBOf>OUTOF
iloue Mimo IS To
SWIMIMTVIEPOM.
OF AWAAemESS.,

1

I-AUTOMATIC
1 SEM
TRI66ER

highmm

U tL .

HE'i, T EMLIOHTEMEO
ttoo OF yooa lOAUFCi
DIOlO'TXT

Nl

\i

WWW.MRBIUY.eOM

PA R TISA N . PARMESAN IS A CHEESE.

Ufeiid
THREADED NUZZLE &
FLASH SUPPRESOR

-H!

<f r . C o»)

<S#F 30

9f*F*CWMxnv*9bbto)(5>aoVJ'O^ASj32M>xV3bl»v.?vbtob)-9l-«i
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CO M ICS
IT'LL FREEZE SEVERAL
TLfAES A DAY. BUT
YOU CAN RESTART XT
BY POKING A SPOON
IN T O A HOLE I N
THE BACK.

[5

HAS THAT EVER
W ORKED?

WE THINK
PEOPLE ARE
DO ING I T
WRONG. ___y

ANTIGfcAVm
B E.IT, BUT XT'S
m o o e N i!

fApril 20 - May 20)
Sign up to help a worthy cause Ask your
friends to eome along. You have a big hear!
and helping people comes natural to you.
For your good deeds you will receive an
unexpected but most appreciated reward
10 -0 4 -2 9

XX G e m i n i i

IT

1 INVENTED AN

# T a u r u s ■**

I T S WHAT
E N G IN E E R S
SAY TO
INCREASE THE
0 0 0 5 OF
G ETTING
CPR.

(May 21 ~ June 20)
Get together and plan a road trip with your
friends. Go somewhere unexpected and
party hard! It’s always fun to explore new
places and it'll make for good stories to tell
to everyone else who missed our
4 9 -1 7 -1 1

C a n c e r Hi
(June 21 - July 2D
Plan a rom antic get-away for you and your
flame. Be creative and make this event
memorable It'll take some time, but it’ll be
worth it Shower them with gifts and compltment*. and don’t foiget the ki.
2 6 -1 8 -3 1
■

L e o set

T I N A , I W ANT YOU
TO W RITE THE
CHINESE V E R SIO N
OF O UR PRODUCT’S
IN ST R U C T IO N S.

CAN YOU TELL THE
D IF F E R E N C E BETWEENH
CHINESE WORDS
ANO RANOO fA
''l SCRIBBLES ?

\l-------

I ’LL BE
OONE I N
F IV E
IAINUTES.

V

(July 22 - August 21)
Your workload is becoming quite the |
tit-ii. Gut back on work and go out with
some friends. Dancing, movies and playing
•.port- are all activities that you should look
11 | 1i ip 1 1 li | | 18 r 111r i ¡g11*
0 ?.-3 ?: 23'- -'

m V ir g o m
(August 22 - Sept» in her 21*
Your wild wavs are what put* a smile on
everyone's face Future engagement'1 will
only increase \o u r populanty. as you will be
introduced to powerful people Good thing
will come from this so lake advantage of
what m il be ofleied lo you
4 6 -3 3 -2 0

tc Libra

U f £ 1VÌ

& t\X

GPpewiioG

(September 22 - October 22:
Get- out and exercise those dancing feet
You never know ju st who you'll meet out
there on the dance floor- perhaps an old
flame a new love interest, or maybe
Either wav, you 11 have a great rime.
29 -13 - 04

<€ S c o r p i o i#
(October 23 November 21)
Many good changes will fall before you.
New adventures and new friendships await
your arrival. This journey will bring about
new goals and aspirations; rejoice in your
newfound position, it will open many doors
01 2 4 -3 1

S a g it t a r iu s 0
(November 22 - December 20)
You’re lazy! Its early in the sem ester an
already your workload is piling up You’)]
only making things harder for yourself ir
the long run - so stop holding off on complet
mg your assignm ents Gel to work.
■
2 3 -1 7 -5 0

M C a p r ic o r n M
(December 21 - January 19,>
Get your resume ready. New job opportuni
ties will be available very soon. Be first in
line to hand it in. Become familiar with youi
future surroundings. Try befriending the
workers; they may give some helpful ups
30 -1 1 - 06

A q u a r i u s Jh
THIS ORAMATllAHOk) HAS
8E-EM A PU6ucS£fcVite
NIESSA6E FfcOMTHE
Coffee co- depempe*ots

(January 20 - February 1/ ■
Time to h it the gym Your recent weight
gain v. ill be a problem if y on don't cont rol it
Make this a fun activity by asking a friend
to join along with you. Try a little of every
thing arid see what null« von best.
44 - 27

Are you an artist or cartoonist? Send
your cartoons to The Montclarion!
Email:
montmanaging@yahoo. com

February IS March 191
Invest more time into your hobbies. It helps
to alleviate stress and keep your mind ar
peace Who know»7 In the future your
hobby may tu rn into a moneymaker it you
play your card* right

3»t A r i e s tpf
(March 20 - April 19)
You «perni too much time hilling m from of
the Lc U-v im o u w h e n you should be picking
up a hook and reading instead (.'heck out
your loial bookstore or a«k a friend lo rec
ommend Muneihing worth reading
25 - 03 -12

,www.themontclarion.org
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Nothing to do?

YEA H , RIGHT!!!!

10/7 Äpm-CommuterAppreciation Lunch-SCRaft
7pm-Comedynight-SCRatt
7pm-DateAuction-SCDiningRoom
1 7pm-MovieNight-Cor|muter Lounge
7:30pm-AID5/|If: Let’s Talk About lt-SCj§allroomA
S p e c i a l S v c n t s
F r i. - 1 0 / 8 1
Thurs.

-

TONIGHT!

■

•

a r jjjp r
iv it i< z s
o u n c e d !

.
i

t o

S a t. - 1 0 / 9

CZ1CZccinccrt SCI Raft
Su n. - 1 0 /1 0
10pm
ir e
“i-1
-

-

u

”

M on. —
10/111 *^WINFRe£GAS - SC
nam- i otaiiy I ees - cate
12pm- Specfrums FlagRaising- SC FlagPole
6pm- MoB<iayNighfFoofba11
7pm-OSAU ^fepel Choif§|C CafeC
öpm- HomecomingKing/ÖueenTalentShow-SC Ballrooms
After show: VOTINGfor Homecor|jng King/Queen
Tues. -10/12 I2pj| - Voting KinfJfQueen - SC Lobby
2:3®m - “Rorschach Testing” Dl Hall 215
7pm- CasinJpNight - SC Ballooms
2:30pm - Pep Rally - S C Quad
W ed. -10/13
; /pm - oredii v_ancer .anaie-a-inon - rioyp Arena
8pm - Carnival Night - S C Ballroongg
8pm - O S A U Dance Troupe Rehersals - S Ç C a f ê C
8pm - S jjp tru m s Drag Sh o w - S C Ràtt

For more information about these events, or any other events, please contact Student Activities at ext. 7818
Sponsored by the SGA

Classuft ebs
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Child Care Wanted
Childcare. M-F, 2-7PM. W arm, ener
getic non-smoker with drivers license.
Help with homework, activities and
light household work. Call 973-5097863

Babysitter for young baby in Upper
Montclair. No set schedule - as needed.
References a must. Please call Abby at
973.783.4333

Babysitting for children, 6 and 8. $12/
hr. Must have car and references. Near
MSU. Tuesdays and Thursdays, 2-6 pm.
Some Wednesdays/evenings. 973-5098029

GREAT OPPORTUNITY! Seeking ma
ture, responsible, energetic fem ale to
take care of tw o school-aged children
in Livingston. Monday-Friday 2-8pm.
Must have license, reliable car, refer
ences. Susan T-917-716-5366.

Help Wanted

Working to malee America

W anted - Mother's Helper. Expectant
West Orange mother of tw ins looking
for help with babycare, light house
keeping and shopping starting midOctober. Must have own transporta
tion. Call Eileen 973-731-3505

Health Club Upper Montclair. Front
Desk/Floor Help. Nights+Weekends.
Fax Resume with times available. 973233-0840. Attn: Tom

Housekeeping and Childcare Tuesdays
and Thursdays, 10-6:30 p.m. $12/hour.
Must have car and references. Clean
ing 10-3, childcare 3-6:30. 973-9193606

beautiful fo r all.

HELP WANTED: The Montclarion seeks
a tech-saw y individual knowledgeable
in Macs with an interest in Production
and layout. Fun working environ
ment, great resume experience. Call
Cherilyn at 973-655-5282 or email
montmanaging@yahoo.com

With your support,
Volunteers o f America gives
hope to people in n e e d and a second chance to
pursue their American dream.

Looking for friendly, responsible child
care Mon thru Fri, 3-7 PM for our tw o
daughters, 8 & 10. Requirements: meet
children after school, assist w/ home
work, drive to afterschool activities,
occ'l simple cooking/light hsekeeping.
Must have driver's license & own car.
Babysitting experience/two references
Spring Break 2005. Travel with STS,
required. 973-748-2269, 9-6 PM or
America's #1 Student Tour Operator to
powellsonline@comcast.net
Jamaica, Cancún, Acapulco, Bahamas
and Florida. Now hiring on-campus
reps. Call for discounts. InformaChildcare for high functioning autis
tion/Reservations 1-800-648-4849.
tic 12yr old. 3:30 to 6:00 three to five
www.ststravel.com
days a w eek. Need special education,
speech or psychology experience focus.
$20/hour. Wyckoff, NJ. (201) 848-5422

M iscellaneous

Volunteers o f America is
committed to turning the
dream o f having a place to
call home into a reality. We
offer many services designed
to fight homelessness,
including:

* * ★

★

* ★

★

Hr *

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

«• Childcare/child development.

*

J

A- Mad Science o f N orth Central New Jersey *
■{ Is currently looking for students to work J
* 1 - 4 hours a week teaching science classes *
J t o kids. Excellent pay-including training!! J

*

★

Po You:

*

J
*
* '

He

A Love W orking with children?
* Have fo il-tim e access to a car/
* Have an outgoing personality/

*
A
J

*

if yo u answered yes to these questions,

*

*

give us a call at C973) 2 44 -1880

*

and set up an interview.

*

*

★ *♦************★ ****★ ★

* LI

17 HOTDESTINATIONS!

*

Its the second largest
state in America.
And every resident is
struggling to get out
It's bigger than Texas or New
York — but you won't find it
on any map. It's home to one
out of every six children in
America, each trapped within
its cruel boundaries. It's the
state of poverty in America.
And if you were poor, you'd
be home by now.

IH B

I

« B a iB II

K

b

CAMPUSREPS

a

c

America's forgotten state.
Catholic Cam paign
for Human D evelopm ent

1-800-946-4243 CONFERENCE
w w w .povertyusa.org
y |> t.S S B .S o r » « » V B r a a t ì» H

I v w w M ^ to tfe n tc ltv .£ o m %

#
fJr

Volunteers
o f America«

There a re no lim its to carin g.'

★
★
* Positions Available Immediately *
★
for Mad Scientists.
★
*********

www.Volunteersof%1erica.org.

•J o b training; and

For Sale: 1995 Jeep Grand Cherokee
Laredo 4WD, good condition, well
maintained. $3,000 Negotiable. 973731-3505

J

Call (800) 899-0089
or visit

•Transitional and permanent
housing;

For Sale

*

Since 1896, Volunteers of
America has helped millions
o f Americans achieve their
dreams, rebuild their lives,
and restore dignity. Find out
how you can help.

www.themontclarion.org
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What are you doing with your
time at MSU?
Do you want to get involved and
become a member of an award winning newspa
per staff?

Now is the time to write your course at Montclair
State!
Start by writing for The Montclarion!
Writing not your thing? Are you Mac savvy?
Let us know!
Contact:
Cherilyn Sajorda - Managing Editor
MontManaging@yahoo.com
973-655-5282 or x5282

www.themontclarion.org
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Controversy is His Middle Name

&

want everyone to be at the polls
election day!
www.TheMontclarion.org
VOLLEYBALL
CONTINUED FROM R 2 8

was on her game, the Red Hawks had no
answer for her, and William Paterson capi
talized on th at all night. Shears racked up
23 kills to lead all players and 26 defensive
digs, also leading all players.
After the Red Hawks dropped games two
and three and found themselves with their
backs against the wall, they responded with
a superb performance in th at fourth game.
William Paterson kept trying to close MSU
out, but the Red Hawks would not die qui
etly.
Overall, the biggest difference in the game
came from William Paterson who played
great team defense. MSU kept attacking
and were getting good opportunities, but
every time it looked as though MSU would
get a point in, some diving Lady Pioneer
came to chip in one of their 126 combined
defensive digs. The Red Hawks had 80
defensive digs of their own but unfortunately
it just wasn’t enough to stop the Pioneers.
The defense encompassed more than just
defensive digs. The Lady Pioneers racked
up nine solo blocks and six blocking assists.
Plainly put, it seemed th at the Lady Pioneers
had defenders anywhere the ball was hit.
The difference, which wasn’t a large one,

but ju st enough to make it count, was the
quantity of serving errors by the Red Hawks.
MSU committed five more errors, coinci
dentally losing their last game by ju st six.
Errors not only gave points to the other team,
but killed MSU’s momentum when trying to
make runs.
William Paterson came into the game
with an 11 - 6 record, and sitting one spot
above MSU in the NJAC. The Lady Red
Hawks began the game with a 6 -16 record,
and although they left with yet another loss,
they did not play like a team facing its second
losing season. The Red Hawks did not play
like a 6 - 16 team. MSU was fired up and
excited for all five matches, and stood equal
to a team with five more wins and 10 fewer
losses. They played like it was a confer
ence championship, not a meaningless match
th at wouldn’t have done much to help their
record.
MSU’s effort could be seen throughout
the game; although it may not have been as
apparent on the scoreboard. They played
their hearts out, and left everything they had
out on the floor. The Red Hawks final home
game is next Tuesday against Rowan.

The game was decided by.the
defensive play of the Lady
Pioneers. The team com
bined for 126 defensive sets
which was 46 more than the
Red Hawks. MSU was also
out blocked. For the second
straight season the Red Hawks
took William Paterson to five
games and lost the last game.
The loss drops MSU down
to sixth place in the NJAC.
Their final home game is this
Tuesday against Rowan.

Dominique Wilson I The Montclarlon

The Sports Guy
Who is the best men’s soccer team in all
the New Jersey Athletic Conference? The
Sports Guy will give you a hint. They sit
in our classrooms; their colors are displayed
up and down hallways across campus, arid
oh yeah - they’ve got nine wins and ju st one
loss.
•You guessed it sportlings! Coming off of
a heartbreaking loss to Kean, MSU invited
Ramapo into Sprague Field last Saturday
night. The Road Runners hadn’t allowed a
goal, or a loss all season long, but as Coach
Brian Sentowski put so eloquently to The
Sports Guy himself, “They’re good, but we’re
better.”
Ramapo left Sprague Field with their first
loss, and their first two goals allowed this
season. The Red Hawks left as probably the
best team in the conference. They’ve allowed
ju st six goals all year, and have scored
29, good enough for second best in
the conference.
The men’s soccer team is 9
- 1 -1 ; they are curreritly
th ird in the confer
ence, and play four of
their last six games
against a conference
opponent. It will be
a telling few weeks
before the first
round of the NJAC
tournam ent. The
Sports Guy says
th a t they will
easily get in, and
in his eyes, should
be considered a
team to be reck-*'
oned with.
The Red Hawk
football team hit
a bit of a speed bump,
and The Sports Guy
says th at maybe they
got caught napping on
the Red Dragons last Saturday. They gave
up 16 unanswered points in the second half,
blowing a 12-point lead.
The Sports Guy says th at it’s still a bit too
early to jump to conclusions however. They
are 2 - 1 overall, and although the confer
ence loss has dropped them very low in the
standings, all of their remaining games come
against NJAC teams. They still have one of
the conference’s best scoring offenses and
defenses, and their turnover m argin of 2.33
is the NJAC’s best mark. Also, T he Sports
Guy doesn’t want you sportlings out there
to forget the Red Hawks’ remarkable rim
last season, winning nine straight to end the
year.
The Red Hawk volleyball team played on
Tuesday, and for the 17th time this season,
they lost. As for the game itself, The Sports
Guy has nothing bad to say about the way
the Red Hawks played. They came into the
match with a 6 - 16 record and The Sports
Guy would have expected any team with
a record like that to just rollover and play
dead. But not these girls, they came out fired
up and played as if it were a championship
game. William Paterson was 1 1 - 6 coming
in, and MSU took the Pioneers to five games.
With a few things gone the other way, The
Sports Guy knows th at the Red Hawks could
have won the game.
But Tiffany Aciz and the rest of the vol
leyball team have a problem with The Sports
Guy, and cared to let him hear it after the
game.
“Do you know how many times I’ve want
ed to punch you in the face in the past four

years?” Aciz asked.
F irst of all, The Sports Guy has only
been terrorizing Red Hawk sports for a
little over one year, so The- Sports Guy
doesn’t know where all of this extra anger
is coming from.
Even further, in the past four seasons,
Aciz and the volleyball team have a com
bined record of 32 — 76, a .421 winning
percentage, and not one season above
.500. The previous four seasons before
Aciz’s freshm an year, the combined record
of the volleyball team was 75 - 42, with
one conference championship to boot. The
Sports Guy can understand the anger and
frustration of Aciz, but he thinks she may
be directing it at the wrong people.
“W hat credentials do you have th at you
think you can criticize the way I play vol
leyball?” Aciz further questioned.
Well, The Sports Guy guesses
th at it’s the same thing that
makes her think she can criti
cize The Sports Guy, or what
makes us all think we
can criticize Bush when
most of us haven’t been
president of any
thing, never mind
the United States.
We have brains; we
have eyes; we have
mouths, and we
have opinions.
It doesn’t take
a sports genius to
see th at the vol
leyball team isn’t
having a great sea
son. Additionally, it
doesn’t take a volley
ball expert to know that
a
1 -3 conference record with
just three more NJAC games to
play, isn’t what the team was hop
ing for when the season began.
The Sports Guy sees a pattern. You
say The Sports Guy says negative things,
and he says he provides humorous com
mentary. You cry out bad journalism , and
he calls it the truth, and we all know it
hurts.
If he were The Nice Guy, and not The
Sports Guy, no one would even know who
he was. If he were The Nice Guy and
didn’t speak his mind, he’d be just another
inconsequential soul at MSU. Instead, he
has everyone so afraid of what he might
say next, th at none of the athletes will
even speak to him.
There is only one way to shut The
Sports Guy up and it starts with winning.
Just ask the women’s sqccer team. Just
weeks ago the team was; winless and The
Sports Guy gave up on them early. Well
the women’s soccer team just won it’s fifth
straight game and The Sports Guy offi
cially has a giant foot in his mouth. The
Sports Guy is sorry he gave up on them so
soon.
The Sports Guy has no intentions of
ever biting his tongue. He’d rather be
struck by lightning, killed and brought
back to life as grass. A lifetime of tram 
pling is suitable punishment for allowing
one’s self to be stepped on.
The Sports Guy has one last message
to the volleyball team: the next time you
decide to gang up and try to bully The
Sports Guy into being less “negative,”
just make sure you aren’t 6 - 17. All the
positivity in the world couldn’t make that
record better. Till next time, this is The
Sports Guy.__________________

The Sports Guy is a ficticious character created by Jose Ortiz and does not reflect the views of The
M ontclarion. The Sports Guy Is Intended to be humorous and not offensive.

www.themontclarion.org_____________________________ '
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What's Wrong With Sp orts?
Jose O rtiz
Sports Editor

For as many things th at are right about
the games th at we love to watch and pass
time with, there are a few little things th at if
changed would benefit the sport.
These are things th at we all have a way
of forgetting about until the one day the rule
costs your favorite team a victory. Here is a
small list of things th at are wrong in sports:
HOCKEY

The biggest problem with the NHL is a
lack of scoring. Most games are 2 -1, or 3
- 2. It’s hard to get excited about a game
when you have to wait an hour for a point.
There aren’t too many simple solutions to the
scoring draught. Maybe without the two-line
pass rule there would be more play on either
side of the blue lines, rather than in between
them.
The other big problem is th at there is way
too much fighting - not th at I don’t enjoy a
good NHL fight, but it’s gotten out of hand.
There are athletes taking cheap shots in the
backs of their fellow players. Players are pre
m editating attacks against the other team,
and fights break out all the time.
As it stands now, unless someone gets
injured, fighting is ju st a five-minute pen
alty. And th at’s the problem; m ust we wait
until someone has to be carried out on a
stretcher before the NHL decides to start
instituting heavy penalties? As much as
every fan loves the hits, I don’t think that
the NHL wants people to tune in only for the
hits, and not for the actual game.

BASEBALL

FOOTBALL

BASKETBALL

Down with the designated hitter! It’s not
fair to the National League teams. Picture
your favorite National League team in a
game down by one, in the top of the seventh,
with the tying run on base and two outs.
The pitcher is up next in the lineup and he’s
thrown a great game and may have another
inning or two left in him. Do you keep your
pitcher in and have him bat taking a chance
at leaving runners on base? Or do you make
the double switch and put a pinch hitter in
for him?
This is a decision th at American League
teams never have to make and one that
National League teams make countless times
throughout a season. In th at situation it may
have m eant the difference between winning
and losing.
The other problem in baseball is that
there needs to be a salary cap. Too many
of the same teams keep on winning. The
Yankees have the highest paid players in
baseball. Their luxury tax in 2003 was over
$60 million, which was higher than the
Florida Marlins entire payroll.
People could say th at ju st because they’re
the highest paid doesn’t mean they will win
all the time. The Braves have one of the
highest payrolls in baseball and have won 13
division titles straight - need I even have to
mention the Yankees?
W hether or not money is at the heart of
winning, it can’t be fair to ask one team to
compose a team with $60 million and then
the other to put one together with $240 mil
lion and then have them compete against one
another.

If I were the head honcho in the NFL and
I could change anything, I would sta rt with
overtime rules. How many times can we see
the same thing? Team wins the toss; they
drive down 30, maybe 40 yards to get into
field goal range; Then, probably without
even trying for the touchdown, they kick a
45-yarder and the game is over.
If it were my way, I would do one of two
things: first, a college format where the
overtimes weren’t sudden death, and both
team s would get one drive. The other solu
tion would be to keep sudden death rules and
outlaw field goals during OT. It wouldn’t be
such a bad idea to have the field goals out
lawed within two minutes of the second and
fourth quarters. If it were a perfect world the
only way you could score points in football
would be by touchdown only.

Preseason workouts have already begun.
It won’t be long now until we will debating on
who has the best chance in a Shaq-less West,
th at is if you haven’t already started.
One problem arising in the NBA is the
flood of players who are too young to even
buy a Corona, never mind play pro sports.
In this year’s draft, the high-school senior to
college senior ratio was 2 -1.
Then the critics wonder, what has hap
pened to the fundamentals of the game?
Players are coming out with two - four years
less coaching than some of the greatest play
ers of all time; where do you suppose all those
players got their fundamentals?
There should be an age lim it in the NBA
and it should be no younger than 20. W hat’s
the NBA going to do next - draft juniors, or
even sophomores from high school?

Groove Phi Groove
Social Fellowship Inc.

MEN’S SOCCER
CONTINUED FROM R 2 8

midfielders and forwards. They even shout
ed for their forwards to “drop back” and help
defend with them.
When halftim e arrived, Centenary hope
lessly and gloomily walked off the field,
assured th at it would take a miracle to climb
out of the huge hole th at the Red Hawks
created. The second half began with Coach
Brian Sentowski substituting his starters for
the new, inexperienced rookies on the team.
The second half was merely ticking the clock
away, distributing and passing the ball all
around the field - a technique th at is used in
other sports as well, such as basketball and
soccer. It ended with the Red Hawks icing
the game with one last goal to complete a 7
- 0 slaughter on Centenary College.
The star player for the Red Hawks could
have been any of the seven scorers, but the
one who was conspicuous and recognizable

was sophomore Ryan Morgan. Once again,
Morgan showed lie was a first-team All
-NJAC player by collecting three assists,
and attem pting five strong shots on the
Centenary goalkeeper. He still remains the
top scorer on the team , above Kyle Hughes
and Mike Hogan with six goals, 14 points,
and 21 shots.
The overpowering victory improves the
Red Hawk’s record to an overall record of 9
-1 -1 , but still remain 3 -1 - 0 in the NJAC
Conference. Their next opponent will force
the Red Hawks to pack their bags and travel
to Texas to play Southwestern University in
San Antonio. The following game will also
be played in Texas against small college
Trinity. The team returns to New Jersey
next week but will play another road game
against Richard Stockton College.

Pic o f The W eek

Interest Meeting:

October 12,2004
At 730 PMSharp!
Sara M ass I The Montclarlon

The Red Hawks battled hard for their victory against Ramapo on Saturday. Red
Hawk senior defenseman Dan Wells (center) goes airboume with two Road Runner
defenders to fight for the header.

Groove Phi Groove is a Class VI
Organization of the SGA, Inc.
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Intramural Stretch Run Towards Playoffs
Intramural Badm inton""
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WINS!
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Debbie Jones
Staff Writer

Intram ural Badminton is closing in on
the final games before playoffs. Men’s singles
leader, Pat, is dominating the league with 12
wins. The Youngster is up to six with little
games left to catch up. Women’s singles are
m irroring the men’s with Star doubling the
second-seeded women’s singles participant
Tiff. With such a large amount of talent, the
women’s and men’s singles may turn out to
be a sweep for the playoffs. Doubles team
Teve and T-cup have eight wins towering
over their division. Playoffs for badminton
will begin Wednesday night at 9 p.m. directly
after the intram ural entry meeting for vol-

THOSEGUYS
BABCOCK
RECREATORS
TOPOFTHEHILL
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The playoffs will be held at Panzer Gym.

leyball, ultim ate frisbee and team bowling.
To catch some of the playoff action, the games
will be held in Panzer Gym at 6 p.m.
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Flag Football Update
Debbie Jones
Staff Writer

Inclement weather was a huge let down
last week, cancelling out three nights of flag
football. Many of the team s’ games were
rescheduled for later dates. Fortunately,
team s began playing Sunday Oct. 3 with
one week till the playoffs.
Franchise and GWC swept
the night with an exciting
game. Both team s fully
qualified for a top ra nking;
they left it all on the field that
night.
Despite the shockingly cold
weather, they drove each other
to another tough match up. Frank Rinaldi
(GWC) took two touchdowns in the first
half scoring the point after touchdown as
well. Joe Dolce (Franchise) gave his team
the lead in the second half with again two
touchdowns and the point after touchdown.
The end score was
(14 - 13) with Franchise team m ate Ricky
Nwosu adding th at one extra point.
Monday night’s games were also heavy in
competition. The Recreators added another
victory this season, this time against, Top of

the Hill. Bone Squad and GWC proved their
equal ability as they left the field with a tied
score of (6 - 6). Tim Berdan was the only
Bone Squad member to complete a touch
down for his team. This was a big game for
the Pac-10 Division as GWC and Bone Squad
were
tied with two wins and one loss
each, now adding one tie to
their record. The last game
of the night was a tight
victory. The Shems versus
¥
Cool Runnings, brought
power versus speed into
play. Scott Berkins and Ryan
VanSchaffer from the Shems
completed 14 points, ju st enough to
edge over Cool Runnings’ attem pt to win.
From Cool Runnings Sean Jones, Richard
Potter and Dan Rodriquez were ju st under,
scoring 13 points for the loss.
Sunday Oct. 10 is the starting day for
round one of the playoffs. All 12 team s will
make it into the playoffs if all 12 are within
the sportsmanship guidelines. W ithin the
divisions, all team s are within range. It is
anyone’s game to win. Co-ed playoffs will be
short and sweet with only three team s enter
ing into the playoffs.
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SPORTS

P layer o f the W eek
Ju

SPORTS TRIVIA
QUESTION

Who holds the MLB record for the most career grand slams?
Junior
*
!
Hometown; Union, NJ

What NFL team has played in more Super bowls than an^
other team in NFL history? I

9 . Amehdola socred tw o goals against Centenary in a
W i t

v *.' I£

in I 11111

Honorable M entions

mmmmmmmimz

F o o tb a

M e n 's S o c c e r

NJAC

Overall

Rowan
SUNY Cortland
Western Connecticut
TCNJ
William Paterson

2-0
2-1
1-1
1-1
1-1

3-1
3-2
4-1
3-1
2-2

M SU

0-1

2-1

Kean

0-2

1-4

NJAC

Overall

Richard Stockton
Rowan

3-0-2
3-0-1

8-2-2
7-2-2

M SU

3-1-0

8-1-1

Rutgers-Camden
Ramapo ,
Kean
TCNJ
Rutgers-Newark
William Paterson

2-0-2
2-1-1
2-1-0
0-3-2
0-4-0
0-5-0

9-0-3
8-1-1
6-4-1
5-4-2
4-7-0
2-10-0

This W eek
3 p.m.

pfjjjay @ Southwestern (TX)
Saturday @ Trinity (TX)

9/2 — MSU 12. SUNY Cortland 16

F ie Id H o c k e y

NJAC
3-0
2-0
3-1
1-1
1-2
0-3
0-3

M SU
Kean
TCNJ
William Paterson
Rowan
Ramapo
Richard Stockton

Kelly scored one goal and one
assist in shutout victory against
Rtchird Stockton.

ILYAS TASCI
Sophomore
^Ometown: Paramus, NJ

5 p.m
7:30 p.m

Last Week's Results

Last W eek's Results

■

ALEXANDRA KELLY
Junior
Hometown: Pompton Plains, NJ

Tasci scored his second goal of the
season in a 2 - 0 w in over Ramapo.

This W eek

Saturday ® Kean

6-1 blowout.

10/2 — MSU 2, Ramapo 0

■

Overall
9-1
8-2
6-3
7-2
3-5
5-5
4-7

TCNJ
Richard Stockton
MSU
Rowan
Rutgers-Camden
Rutgers-Newark
Kean
William Paterson
Ramapo

NJAC
6-0-0
3-1-0
1-1-0
2-1-1
1-1-1
1-3-0
1-3-0
0-3-1
0-4-1

Overall
9-1-1
6-4-0
5-4-0
7-2-1
7-2-1
7-3-1
5-4-0
3-5-2
5-6-1

HEATHER ACIZ
Sophomore
llom etow h: Secaucus, NJ

led her team w ith 17 kills
and 13 digs in Tuesday's loss to
M H Iam Paterson.

SERENA FUMOSA
S o p h o m o re

Hometown: Sparta, NJ
This W eek
Saturday vs. Messiah

This W eek
1 p.m.

Friday @ Southwestern (TX)
Sunday @ Trinity (TX)

2 p.m.
4 p.m.

Last W eek's Results

9/29 - MSU 4, Richard Stockton 0

Last Week's Results
10/2 - MSU 1, Ramapo 0 (OT)
io/5 - MSU 6, Centenary 1

Fumosa knocked in game-winning
fJT& oaf against Ramapo.

The Sports Guy

pg.

Question of the Week

24

PG. 27
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Men’s Soccer Blow Past Centenary
John Mailolli
Staff Writer
T h e

Sara M ass I The Montclarlon

Red Hawk’s
soccer team
continued its winning ways on
Wednesday, with an overwhelm
ing, crushing victory of 7 - 0 over
Centenary College. They accom
plished the defeat through a bal
anced attack where each of seven
different players scored once,
resulting in a one-sided game after
the first half.
Sophomore forward Ilyas Tasci
began the massacre with a quick
goal - three m inutes into the
game, which was assisted by Ryan
Morgan. Captain Sean Horan sub
sequently added insurance by blast
ing a fierce shot 20 minutes later.
Midfielder Andrew Macho chipped
in a goal by successfully making a
penalty shot to increase the lead to

three. Freshm an defender, Sheldon
Wilson, also became one of the
seven scorers, knocking one in on
his own.
The defense was so dominating
and potent th at Centenary College
was only capable of making six
shots in the whole game. Junior
defender, Mike Hogan, became a
little bored as well and decided to
join the scoring club by booting one
in as well. At the end of the firsthalf, the Red Hawks found them
selves ahead 6 - 0, taking away the
excitement from the fans.
The
C entenary
Cyclones
appeared to be struggling all
throughout the game. They never
really forced the ball to play in Red
Hawk territory. The Centenary
defenders were having an extreme
ly difficult time trying to execute
and pass the ball to their
S EE ‘MEN’S SOCCER’ ON P. 25

The Red Hawk men’s soccer team improved to 9-1-1 on the season, with a 3-1 conference record.

Lady Hawks Win Fifth Straight
Miguel Alfaro
Staff Writer

IMSU
CENTENARY

(
p
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After a disap
pointing fourgame losing
streak to begin their season, the
women’s soccer team has found new
life and have grabbed second in
their conference. The Lady Hawks
are playing great and riding a fivegame winning streak after beat
ing Centenary 6 - 1 on Tuesday
evening.
The last time these two team s
faced each other was the ECAC
Metro Sem ifinals on Nov. 12,
2003, when MSU dominated 1 - 0 .
Unfortunately, they would lose in
the ECAC Metro Championship
Game to Richard Stockton, 4 - 2 ,
on penalty kicks.
This tim e around, the game
started up great defensively for both
teams, but 21 minutes into the first
period, MSU struck first by taking
a 1 - 0 lead with a goal by Shirah
Odeh. The Lady Hawks allowed
Centenary to score a game-tying
goal in the second period, but later
dismantled their defense by scoring
five goals in a 26-minute span. The
team was led by junior midfielder,
Jess Amendola, who scored two
goals and senior midfielder, Steph
Sabaliauskas, who contributed one
goal and two assists.
Senior Liz D’Alto, and junior
Lauren Kowalski also added to the
Hawk’s offense by each scoring one
goal.
Although the team played a ter
rific game, Head Coach Eileen Blair
said, “We didn’t play to what we are

Dominique Wilson I The Montclarlon
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The Lady Red Hawks destroyed Centenary 6-1 in front of the home
crowd. The Red Hawks have moved up to 5-4 and are in third place.

capable of playing and we allowed
them to get back in the game. We
are striving to play better and still
have a lot of work to do.”
During their five consecutive
wins, the Lady Hawks have only
allowed one goal behind the talent
ed play of sophomore goalkeeper,
K risten Kuhmann. She had three
saves in the victory and has proven
why she deserved to be named the
last NJAC Defensive Player of the
Week. In the beginning of the
season, the team displayed poor
defense by giving up seven goals
in four games. Three of the four
games were shutouts.
In addition to the defense, the
offense has improved tremendously
by outscoring the last five oppo
nents 16 -1.With the combination of good

defense and a high scoring offense,
expect the Lady Hawks to find
them again in the playoffs.
Three of the Hawk’s five con
secutive wins have come against
NJAC opponents, which will help
them down the stretch to reach the
playoffs.
“Our season has taken an excit
ing turn, but we m ust stay extreme
ly committed,” added Blair. Their
only conference loss was against
The College of New Jersey, which is
leading the NJAC.
The outstanding play of the
team could not have come at a bàt
ter time since they will be playing
im portant conference games within
the next two weeks. “We will be
seeing better competition in the
next games,” Blair said.

The Red Hawk loss dropped the team to 6 - 17 on the season with just
seven games left to play.

Volleyball Drops Sixth Straight
Jose Ortiz
Sports Editor

29 all in game
four, with William Paterson'cling
ing to a one-match lead, the Red
Hawks blasted the game’s last two
points and tied the series at two a
piece, to force a game five.
Game five was where the Red
Hawks fought hard, but eventually
fell to the Lady Pioneers, 15 -9 .
William Paterson may have come
into Tuesday’s m atch at Panzer
w ith a bit too much confidence
because the Red Hawks almost
sent them home with an upset.
The Red Hawks came charging
out in the first m atch and exploded
to a 20 - 8 lead. MSU was faster
and played with a chemistry th at’s

Visit www.montclair.edu/athletics.shtmi for more information
iS iS ii

uncanny to a team playing for not
much more than pride. Defensive
dig, set, kill. They did it over
and over again in the first of five
matches and did it well enough to
win 30 - 27.
“MSU played us tough in the
first match,” Katie Lord, a Lady
Pioneer said. “The first match we
were a little off of our game.”
In the next two games, the dom
inant MSU team of game one was
nowhere to be found.
MSU started strong in the sec
ond of the five-game set, work
ing the kill game. But before the
Red Hawks could pull away, first
team all-conference player, Lauren
Shears, took the Lady Pioneers on
her back, and carried them straight
through the game. When Shears
S EE ‘VOLLEYBALL’ ON P. 24

